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BIRDS OF LAYSAN AND THE LEEWARD ISLANDS, HAWAIIAN
GROUP.

By WALTER K. FISHER.

INTRODUCTION.

From March to August, 1902, the U. S. Fish Commission steamer Aloaoroe« was
engaged in deep-sea explorations among the Hawaiian Islands. During May these
investigations were extended westward along the chain of reefs and islets which
reach out from the main group in the direction of -Iapan. I have referred to these
as the Leeward chain. The Hawaiian group can very conveniently be divided into
two parts-the Windward Islands, including the main large members from Hawaii
to Niihau and Kauai, and the Leeward Islands or "'chain," comprising the westward
extension, sometimes known as the" Bird Islands." Beginning at the east, they
include Bird Island, Necker, French Frigate (or Brooks) Shoals, Gardner, Laysan,
Lisiansky, Midway, Cure, and Morell, together with numerous sunken reefs.

The Albatross went only as far as Laysan, lat. 25° 42' 14" N.,long. 171° 44' 06"
W., about 800 miles from Honolulu. The vessel arrived here May 16 and remained
till the 23d. On the return voyage she stopped at French Frigate Shoals, Necker
and Bird islands, but a landing was made only on Necker. During the stay at
Laysan Mr.•John O. Snyder and the writer were detailed by the naturalist in charge
of the expedition, Dr. Charles H. Gilbert, to make observations on the bird life of
the island and collect such specimens as seemed desirable.

The results of this week's investigations on the island-one of the most remark
able bird islands in the world-make up the greater part of the following report. I have
included also notes gathered at other islands of the Leeward chain visited, besides
the few published records for those we did not visit. This makes the paper fairly
complete for the Leeward group. The main Hawaiian Islands are not touched upon.

The number of species breeding in the region indicated is not great, there being
among the sea fowl only eighteen and of the" land" birds five, including a rail and
a duck. On Necker a new tern, of the genus Proceleterna, was discovered. This was
found to inhabit also French Frigate Shoals and Bird Island.

The following report is in no sense a systematic treatise on the ornithology of
the region, but merely a running account of the. birds as we saw them during our
brief sojourn. Only such technical notes have been included as seemed worthy of
permanent record. Systematically, the ornithology of the group has been handled
by Mr. Rothschild in his handsomely illustrated" Avifauna of Laysan," based upon
material collected in 1891 by Henry Palmer on Laysan, Lisiansky, and Midway
islands and the French Frigate Shoals. Mr. William Alanson Bryan's" Key to the
Birds of the Hawaiian Group" covers this reg-ion also;' this book is for the Hawaiian
Islands what Ridgway's" Manual" is for North America. Wilson and Evans's "Aves
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Hawaii nses ' al so includes soc nd hand, th e ornithology of tho gr oup. i\11'. n. W.
Hen 'haw's " Birds of th e Hawaiian Island».' whi ch hns r-econt ly n,) Pell,I'N] (HW2 , i;.;
th e b t work W h l1VC on L1 lQ nutural hil'lt I',y of Hawaiian hi rd a; it also includes
ref rences t o tho Leeward g roup . In I '!Iii , Dr. H. Srlutllinsland Rp 'ut th1'00 mouths
on Layean and man y valuable hird, note. arc includ d in his " Dr i Mouat auf ein I'

Korallcninsel. ' f rom which 1 hHYC seve ral t imes quoted.
The photographs" which j llu strnt this pap r W r e takon hy myself', xcopt

tho. e of Bird and cker islands, which nr by Mt-, Sn yder.
In describing the shapes and colors )f 'ggs, HI> 'Well ali tho hue,'! of birds. I hav

us 1 Rob rt Ridgway' "NOlllcndatul'c of color for nnturalists.'

Neekur r~l l).n cl from t he ROUth ,

Both on th LH.rJ.\:tn trip and during' th e P" paration of thls report J havo received
many ki n In s" i'! from s voral g mtlemen. I wish especiul lj to ncknowlvdgc Illy
obligation, to Mt-, Max chle rnru er , of Laysan, formerly of vVaim('}l" Kaunl, who ,
during our sojour n on Lny ' ft ll , with kindly hospitalitv ('llfNULiIl( d MI'. Sn yd 'I' und
my self and rend ired number-loss favors to all onneetorl with tho ship , dolIlg- v J'Y
thing ill hi ll p ower to make our v isi t; M,j ntifi 'ally n. • ucoess , as W('I\ n H ft pleasure
long to b romembered. Mr. «hlemmor takes th e bf'st of care of th o hirdx on
the i. land and hus a g .nuine interest in thei r welfare. 1 wish lik 'w i~ t thank
Dr. harle« Ll. Gilber], uaturalist in l'hi\.l'gl' of the expedition, who placed th e ('ntire
w k n,t Laysan at my own di sposal, and, by kindly cncouraecmcnt mild \ thls
report possibl e. Acknowlcdgru nts are du also to MI'.•John O. Snyder, who
sha red with me the unique xpori nee on Laysan, find who has couti-ihuted several
photographs to thi . report; to Mr. \VilliaU1 Alanson 1-3J'Ylln or ill Bishop Museum,
lIoJlOlulll , for tb lL (' of xpecime n« and bo ks in tho museum: to Mr. Witlllf'l' St()I1~,

a l!'or th o lnfonnn.tiO/l of t hOM(1Interested In 8tH' )1 tllinll's , r In ill'ht record th" t Cramer " C'rown ,. •j hs f> J,lotl"'" wert. used ,
voigtlund er co llinear 10118, l'lcrl('!l ll l, /1.1111 Omphi box , 'f lleso milk 11 vorl' eo nveuteut and !\lltlkfu(\w ry outn t. In very
few 01 th o plctur es WIl8th e Ieus sto!?ped uown 10 any ex tun] ,
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of Philadelphia, for comparing the typo of P 1YIct'1st"I'IW 8((il'atil ilJ with that of P.
cin -re« (Gould) and for look ing up TIIeaRU l' mont» and literature; to l\Ir, Robert
Ridgway for th e loa n of speciurens ; an d to Dr. L. Stojnog r and Dr. C. W , Rich
mond for advice on n. qu estion of nornouclntrrre.

NARRATIVE,

The ~ lIoaf ),(}88 left Honolulu for Laysun I sland sho r tdy after n OOI1, May to. VV
st allied westward, kc pin o' south of tho g'cnC' l'n.l t r end or th e lo ng lin e of islets and
reef s wh ich extend west-nor thwe t beyond Kauai. The following day , when perhaps

1)0 mi les southw s t of Niihuu, }~ fl ock 0 f mynah s A"l'i lotl'eNs tl'ist is) appeared in th
ncighhor bood of th o vosse l and tlcw in nurrowing dl'cle~ around us. Finally A v cral
pCI'ch('d on th e fOl'O-topgltlhnt ya rd, and oa rl v i n th o uf tcrncou th eir number had
1n"1'011io;('(1 to elev en. Late in th e af'teru oon thoy lloft th e ship.

It iii of interest. to find such a land-love r il l'; til l> my nah so far out n,t sen, and it
Ilhow '.l ulso thu.t. II fo re long 1,110 chain o f Leeward Islands mny boeom gradually
c )Ion ized by th em. Bi rd i'l cont iuuod sca rce ti II til(' day bofuro WI' arrived at Laysan.
OceasiOllll.lly It ;.: ul« f' // O )/0jJ8 01' an ~ l 1/()/I N 8{()! ;d1l8 C}LI1H' within our l imited prosp ct ,
and on t.111~ 13th \\' 0 ' passed a 11o('k o f t<'l'Il S, presumabl y tho sooty," whi ch were
excited ly Ii hiug for I:l mcth ing. That same evening they flew about in the moon-
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light, uttering their sha rp, querulous cries, which, on 'c heard, arc long remcmbered.
I believe these t rns belonged to the largo colonies on the French Friga te Shoals, to
the north ward. •

On Mav 1 ~ , when perhaps ·75 miles east of Laysan I sland , we encou nte red
severa l pecie s. The black-footed a lbatross (J)i'()!II IJdf!(I m'f!/'/jJe8) was fairly common,
and T suw flo few of the whi te species (D. h'/?n lltaoili.'1 , Th e sooty and gray-backed
terns ( ternafuiiqinaea. and 8 . lttl/,rdll) wore seen all day and Iikewise the uau kane
(Plfffbn?l8 CItl/ f7atIl8) and red-tail ed tropic bird (P lwdllO?1 'l'?(~rj( ·{{'/ldr() . Th e pro ' nee
of the e bird.' is of interest in indi cating the kinds which habitually go farthest from
th it' nests ill search of food.

-

Bin I hltl ud from no rth west,

About 5 o'c lock on the morn lng of the I flth L ay. an W U!:i tiighted, and shoi-t ly
afterwards wa: c1 arly visible to the westward, lyin g lon g and low on the horizon
with a cloud of . ell. birds hovering over it. All around us sooty term; wer H 'ream
ing, and gave ROme hint of th e noi which that far -away company was making', but
which us ye t we could only conjecture. T he light -house on th west , ide rose abov
th low island, and w were gr et d with th e Stars and Stripes, which MI'. S hlemmer
loyally keeps waving over toil:! tin y spot of land, Long heavy roll 1'8 had ct in
from the northwe t, so that, when we arrived off the littl ' sett lement 011 the west side,
landing seemed ri kyo Although one of the party went ashore, a generaL landing
was not accomplished till th e following day.

Laysan is a rudely quadrilateral island, perhaps not exceeding 30 feet above sea
level In its highest portion toward th e north. It is 3 miles long by 1t broad, and.
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i f I'm d like a shallow platt 1'. In the cent r iJ n. lag-oon not conn 'ted with the
sea, whi h occupi es about 10 acres and teems with brine shr imps . Th e island is
conside red to be an oLd atoll which has been 1 vat d. A f ringing reef urrounds it,
with a. pa llg way on th west s id op pos ite the light-house.

Th island bas just been com pared to a platter; if on stand» on th e high e t part
at the north he will see that t il laud slop '. up abruptly from th broad, sandy beach
forming a narrow, grass-cov red slop on th n rth, ear t and I' uth si las, and a low
bluff followed by a level . tr ,t h on the wes t. 'I'hus the high st ridg of th island is
r latively very clos to th . bore. From this r idge or divide the land slopes off
gradually to l1 plain sur ro unding th lagoon. 'I'h narrow littoral ",l op is lothed
with short wiry gT!l ~ , trailing rnorning-gloriei (Jp 01n()J{f, ~'n8ul((" I:~ and I. jJe -capre )

and oth r plants that 1 \' 0 th i'l pray-la rlpn nir. Tho inlier slope hi cover d with tall,
bushy g rass that g-l'OWS in IS parato tu ssocks, and s v rill spc 'i l' S or «hrubs, on of
which (Ohenopodium Mlmw/:o!lellm) coye r's COn idcrabl areas, If h i:! g mssJ' portion
cOlllpries th greater part of th island, and i , J:; U seceded neal' th e lagoon by a narrow
zone of juucus. F ollowi ng tho [uncu .is uuoth I' belt of 11 pretty I ink-flow 'red sesu
vium a fUlvorite haunt of the Laysan honey-eater (E£imrtt;{)/ltf/i·cetld).

W e now arrive at a flat urrounding th lago n, 'over d with thin chips of phos
phate rock and destitute of vegetable life. This i what might. be consid r d th e
high-'\vatcl' pl ain of the lago n. It is the favorit. lurking-place f hands of g'old n
plov r ( 'hararlrill-8 domi niou full'U8) and wandering flocks of turn. ton tArenaria
itnterpre,~). ' 0 1110 distance from the south west corner of the lagoon is a little pond of
fresh watar-e-cr only n trifle bracki sh -c-surrounded by fl, luxuriant gr owth of juncue,
and forming a favorite r endezvous f or Laysan t al and bristle-thigh ed curlews:
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and near it are extensive clumps of chenopodium bushes which the little noddies
(MiC'rano1ls hawaiiensis) and Laysan finches (Telespiza cantans) find particularly
favorable for nesting sites. Here also are old piles of broken phosphate rock which
teem with birds.

From the top of one of these little hillocks a fine outlook is obtained to the
southward over the largest albatross rookery on the island. The ground is bare and
nearly flat for a quarter of a mile, and the gony iDiomedea immutabilis) has taken
almost complete possession. Although the white albatross is distributed fairly
evenly over the whole island, with the exception of the beaches, they appear more
numerous in this locality. The central portion of the island is very nearly level,
and in many places the lime rock has been uncovered for considerable areas. It is
here that the best deposits of commercial phosphate rock are found. The ordinary
carbonate of lime of the old coral rock, by long exposure to superincumbent
deposts of organic matter, mostly· in the form of bird excrement,seems to have
been hJ'gely changed into phosphate of lime. The upper slopes of the island are
sandy, and the glare here on a hot summer day is intense. The rock is much deeper
beneath the surface of this portion of the island.

At the present writing I have not been able to learn the names of the species of
grasses and sedges we brought away." A few of the characteristic plants were not
in flower and their definite identification was scarcely possible. A handsomeportu
laca-like plant, Sesu1Jium portulacastrum, with small reddish-purple flowers, forms
extensive beds near the lagoon, as if carefully cultivated. Growing abundantly
among these plants is the succulent Portulaca lutea, with yellow blossoms. Julio
tropiu·~ curassaoicum. Linnreus is likewise common neal' the same place, and Tribul1tS
eietoides Linnreus, a creeping plant with handsome yellow flowers, occurs over all
the island and is largely visited by the red honey-eaters. Ipomoia insularie, a showy
morning-glory, is common everywhere, twining up the shrubs and bushy grass. A
beach species, L peecaprse, was found near the shore. The large-flowered Oapparie
eandioicheana D'C. had just come into blossom sparingly and was also abundant.
Chenopodium sanawiclwum D'C..likewise is a shrub in great abundance and largely
used by nest-building species for their homes. Several other shrubs were without
flowers, and I do not know where they belong. Most of the species mentioned
above are wide-ranging forms.

Two very striking facts at once impress the visitor-the great numbers of
birds and their surprising tameness. The effect of this is at first nearly overpower
ing. Birds are everywhere, and the noise is sometimes deafening. When we made
our way through a populous colony of sooty terns we had to exercise much care to
avoid crushing their eggs and treading on the birds, which struggled panic-stricken
before us with the old ruse of a broken wing', and then, taking flight, swarmed over
our heads. If we would converse, it was necessary to shout.

Turning toward the center of the island we were obliged to cross a wide area
covered with tall grass and completely honeycombed with the burrows of petrels
(...!Estrelata hypoleuca). Through the roofs of these tunnels the pedestrian is contin
ually breaking, sinking in the soft soil up to the knee. From out the shadows of
the tussocks young albatrosses, uncouth and awkward,snapped their beaks at us,

«see appendix for names of plants collected.
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and occasionally losing their balance from overhaste, fell forward on their chins.
This proceeding usually made them actively sick.

Few of the birds seemed frightened, and with the exercise of a little care we
were able to approach most of the species as close as we wished. It was certainly
gratifying to be able to walk up to an albatross or a booby and watch it feed its
young, and to record this domestic duty with the camera. It might, perhaps, be
difficult to convey the pleasure I experienced when, standing in a group of albatrosses,
one came up and peered into my face, and finding my. intentions good proceeded to
examine inquisitively the polished top of my tripod. Many of the young albatrosses
Would allow themselves to be stroked after a ludicrous show of displeasure, and would
soon appear as if they had known us always. The little rails scampered hither and
thither, like diminutive barnyard fowls, but soon returned craning their necks to
discover why they had retreated, When we sat working, not infrequently the little
miller-bird (Acrocephaz"t8 farniliaris) came and perched for a moment on our table
and chair backs, and the Laysan finch and rail walked about our feet in busy search
for flies and bits of meat. The beautiful little red honey-eater visited us each day at
meal time, and sought for "millers" in the crannies and seams between the boards.
Thus, wherever we went we were free to watch and learn and were trusted by the
birds. It seems a most touching and unique experience, and one which demonstrates
all too forcibly the attitude of WIld creatures which have not yet learned that man is
Usually an enemy.

Our visit could scarcely have been better timed. Had we been earlier we would
have missed the nesting of the smaller land birds, and, if later, the terns would have
all hatched young, and the same is true of the boobies and frigate birds,

The following species were found either with eggs (*) or with young (j):

Sterna fuliginosa.* Diomedea nigripes, t Fregata aquila." t
Sterna lunata.* t Mstrelata hypoleuca, t Anas laysanensis,* t
Anous stolidus." Puffinus nativitatis.* Porzanula palmeri.*
Micranous hawaiiensis.* t Phaethon rubricauda.* t Himatione freethi.*
0rgis alba kittlitzi.* t Sula cyanops,* t Telespiza can tans.*
DlOmedea immutabilis, t Sula piscator.* t Acrocephalus Iamiliaris. *

The following, though breeding species, were not laying:

Puffinus cuneatus, I Oeeanodroma fullginosa.

The following migrants were present at the time of our visit:

Charadrius dominicus fulvus, I Heteractitis incanus,
Arenaria interpres, Numenius tahitiensis,

With such a vast bird population, numbering doubtlessly many hundreds of
tho'usands, it is not surprising that there should be some method in their distribution
and that the various species are found more or less in colonies. For reasons best
known to themselves many of the species have chosen definite localities. Thus,
Diomedea niqripes is found breeding on the sand beaches on the north, east,and
south sides, but not elsewhere. Sula cyano]Js is restricted to the narrow, littoral,
sedge-covered slope on the same sides. Sterna lunata chooses the summit of the
littoral slope all the way around the island. Sterna ful1:qinosa encircles the islet in
a wide band, from the divide along the inner or lagoon slope, inside the ring of
lunata settlements. Ai:8tr'elata h,ypoleuca burrows where the sand is deep throughout
the area covered with tall grass, down to near the open plain, where in favorable
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places it is replaced by PujJinus ouneatus, which thus encircles the lagoon in a ring
inside of the immense .Atstrelata colony.

The distribution of other forms is about as regular as these. Not only is there
a horizontal distribution, but also a vertical. The number of breeding birds is so
prodigious that favorable space is at a premium, and several species live one above
the other. Thus, in burrows beneath the ground are found .£strelata and Pujfinus
ouneatus, and above them Sterna; while in hushy areas Phaethon. and Putfinus
nativitatis may take the place of Sterna. Still higher, in shrubs, Teleepiza and
Acrooephalu« make their nests, the topmost branches being occupied by Sula
piscator, Freqata aquila, and Mieranous hawaiiensis. As Dr. Sohauinsland puts it,
"the comparison with series of flats in large towns is opportune."

The birds do not all breed in greatest numbers at the same time, but there is a
certain succession. This has been well stated by Dr. Schauinsland, whom I quote
in translation:

In &pite (){ this excellent use of all ttwl space at their disposal, the birds which have chosen
I.a,wm for their breeding home would not be able to find satisfactory places if they all arrived at the
same time. They are therefore obliged to take turns, so that some species of sea birds leave the place
as soon as their young are strong enough to fly, and while the former occupant is leaving the new
comers already begin to arrive. Thus there is a constant coming and going, and it follows that breeding
species are found at almost every season of the year, a fact which is remarkable even in the tropics
where the breeding season is generally less regular than in our latitudes. In this way a most definite
succession, which probably dates back thousands of years, takes place year after year in the arrival
and departure of certain species. a

During the seven days that the Albatross remained near Laysan, Mr. Snyder
and myself remained on shore, the guests of Mr. Max Schlemmer, to whom the
success of our visit is largely due. We were thus able to verify our few observations
on the habits of the birds many times.-and Mr. Schlemmer gave us valuable hints as
to the location of the land birds' nests. He also presented us with a small collection
of eggs. Various members of the party came ashore at different times, and a survey
of the island was made by the officers of the ship. Much of our time was necessarily
taken with the preparation of specimens, but as often as possible daylight hours
were given to photography and observation, while the less interesting but necessary
labor of caring for skins was left till after sundown.

On the evening of May 23 the Albatross weighed anchor, and on the afternoon
of May 28 arrived at French Frigate Shoals. This is an extensive reef under a few
fathoms of water, with four sand islands projecting above. The shoal is rudely
crescent-shaped, the hollow toward the south, and on its southern edge is a lava rock
rising 120 feet above the sea. The larger islands are covered with vegetationv.but
we were unable to land on account of rough water on the shoal.

Birds were plentiful, especially around the tall rock. Early in the morning
terns fairly swarmed over the largest sand islet. We saw here for the first time a
graceful little gray tern, Procelsterna eaeatilie, which was later captured on Necker
Island. It was undoubtedly nesting on the tall rock. Other birds which were
positively identified were: Sterna fuliginosa, Sterna lunata, Gygis alba kittlitzi,
AnoU8 stolidus, Diomedea immutabilis, Dlomedea nigripes, Pujfinus nativitatis, Sula

\cyanop8, Sula piecator, Sida sula, and Fregata aquila.

a Drei Monate aui elner Koralleninsel, p. 49.
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We left the vicinity of the shoal on the evening of May 29, and arrived near
Necker Island (latitude 23° 35' N., longitude 164° 41' W.) the afternoon of the next
day. Necker Island is a dark, forbidding, rather precipitous rock of volcanic origin,
attaining a height of 300 feet. It is about seven-tenths of a mile long and is shaped
like a rude fishhook, the shaft extend nearly east and west, the barb being a rugged
peninsula pointing toward the northeast and inclosing a rocky and turbulent cove.

The island is entirely composed of lava, mostly of a sooty g-ray or black, with
streaks of dull dark-red through it. The sides of the rock, though steep, are intri
cately terraced, especially on the northeast point, where there is a series of shelves
and all sorts of knobs and crannies, making the place ideally fitted for the occupation
of birds. The succession of terraces is curious and appears almost artificial in places.
Each shelf, from 1 to 10 feet wide, is succeeded by a slightly overhanging rise. These
perpendicular steps are full of bowl-like hollows, deep, irregular crevices, and jutting
knobs, and form excellent nesting-places for Gygi8 alba kl:ttlitzi, Proceleterna sawatilis,
Sterna lunata, Puffinus cuneatus, Bulweria bulioeri, and Phaethon. rubricauda.

Out on the open shelves one finds other birds, such as SternafuUginosa, Anom
lItolidus, Sma cyanops, Sula sula, and Diomedea irnmutabilis. The wider shelves of
the island are sparsely covered with a fleshy-stemmed, yellow-flowered portulaca
(Portulaca lutea), and the summit is rather plentifully grown over with Ohenopodium
sandwicheum bushes, on which large colonies of Sula piscator and Freqata aquila
were nesting at the time of our visit. The bright red, puffed-out gular sacs of the
male frigate birds could be discerned with a glass from some distance at sea, shining
out like great red fruits among the green foliage of the summit.

We landed in a little cove on the north side of the island, through the skillful
management of Mr. A. B. Alexander. The rocks rise abruptly out of the water,
and the whole north side is very precipitous. A shelf of rock, just above the surf,
makes it possible to go about without difficulty. We found birds in great abundance
and were fortunate to meet almost at once the diminutive pearly gray tern which we
had seen at French Frigate Shoals. 'This species turned out to be new, anal have
called it Procelsterna samat/l£8a because it always lays its egg in hollows among the
rocks. Its nearest relative, Procelstcrna cinerea, is an inhabitant of Australian and
New Zealand seas. We were also so fortunate as to discover the eggs and downy
chick, and an immature bird in full juvenal plumage.

It proved very interesting to compare the 'nesting sites of the same species on
two such different islands as Necker and Laysan-e-the one high, steep, and rocky, the
other low, flat,and sandy. Gygi,y alba kittlitzi, here much more common than on
Laysan, still clung to the ronks. Sterna f~{l£gino.~achose the softest spots, where an
accumulation of soil had collected on the shelves. Both Sula piscator and Fregata
aquila, as a rule, nested in the bushes on the summit of the island, just as on Laysan,
But Puffin'U<~ ouneatus and Phaethon. rubr£oauda have been obliged to seek crevices in
rocks. They seem as prosperous, however, as on Laysan amid the sand. Birds are
abundant and most of the available space is occupied. As on Lsysan, so here the sooty
tern is the most plentiful species, while the black-footed albatross is probably the least
abundant of the breeding forms. One interesting find on this island was the eggs of
Bu1weria buluieri, a gentle, retiring little petrel of rather nocturnal preclivities,

Several of the party who climbed to the summit of the rock, not without some

aProc. U. S. Nat, Mus,. XXVI. p. 559.
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difficulty, found a number of stone shrines. It is believed that the native Hawaiians
visited the islands periodically long ago for the purpose of performing religious
rites, involving sacrifices.

The following were either collected or positively identified at Necker Island:
Sula piscator.
Sula sula,
Fregata aquila.
Heteractitis incanus,
Arenaria interpres,

Sterna fuliginosa. Diomedea immutabilis.
Sterna lunata. Diomedea nigripes.
Anous stolidus. Puffinus cuneatus,
Micranous hawaiiensis, Bulweria bul weri.
Procelsterna saxatilis, Phaethon rubricauda.
Gygis alba kittlitzi. Sula cyanops,

We remained on Necker only a few hours, but long' enough to gain some idea of
the profusion of bird life which characterizes it. Without doubt we were the first
naturalists to land, else Procelstorna eaoxuilie, one of the distinctly noteworthy
birds, would not have remained so long undiscovered.

Early in the afternoon of the following day, .June 1, we sighted Bird Island,
rising like a citadel into the hazy sky line, and the Albatross came to anchor at dark
off the south side. Although we could see nothing of the island, birds were much
in evidence by their cries. An Oceanodroma fuligi7UWj, flew aboard, attracted by the
glare of deck lights, and on the following evening B'ulwe'l'ia and Pujftnus cuneatus
were similarly lured in some numbers.

From our anchorage Bird Island appeared like a very steep, half-funnel-shaped
hillside, with several bold rocks and cliffs rising from the general slope. Two
sulcuses, on the east and west halves, divide the slope into three ridges, and in each
little valley there is a group of palm trees. The peak to the west rises \)03 feet.
The whole of the south side is covered with a growth of bushes and rank grass.
This portion of the island suggests half of an old crater. The west, north, and east
sides rise as a wall of naked rock, straight and sheer to an imposing height. The west
face is black and menacing and perfectly perpendicular.

We were in the vicinity of Bird Island two days, but the sea was too heavy for
landing. In fact, a safe landing can be made only in very quiet weather. The shore
on the south side is so rocky that even a small swell causes considerable commotion.
Birds nest all over the island. Those species which love the cliffs find a congenial
home on the precipices and in the escarpments of the south side, while the boobies
and man-ot-war birds live among the bushes on the grassy slopes. In fact, the whole
mountain seemed alive with Suia cyan(jps, Sula. piscator, and Sula sula; The last
species lives along the top of the low escarpment which rises out of the sea along the
south side. These three species and man-o-war birds were continually flying around
the vessel, as were likewise the various terns. We noted with pleasure Proceleterna
saxatilis, which was common. We saw only one or two Diomedea 1:mrnutab7:Us west
of the island some miles, but a number of 7dgripes. Birds collected or otherwise
identified are:

Sula cyanops,
Sula piscator.
Sula sula,
Fregata aquila.
Cfiaradriu8 dominicus fulvus.
Arenaria interpres.

Diomedea nigripes,
Pufflnns cuneatus.

\ Puffinus nativitatis.
Bulweria bul weri.
Oceanodroma Iuliginosa.
Phaethon rubricauda.

Sterna fuliginosa.
Sterna lunata.
Anous stolidus,
Mieranous hawaiiensis.
Procelsterna saxatilis.
G;ygis alba kittlitzi.
Diornedea imrnutabilis.

We left Bird Island waters on .June B, and late at night, some 35 miles south
west of the rock, heard many Sterna fulirliuo,Wl, which were thus scouring the sea at
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a considerable distance from their nests, for it is reasonable to suppose that these
were nesting birds.

The Albatross visited Bird Island again August 5 and remained four days in the
vicinity. Although a landing might possibly have been made with considerable risk
when we first arrived, the problem of leaving the island proved scarcely reassuring,
so that we had to be content with again observing the birds from a distance. All
the species seen during the first trip were again noted, with the exception of the
albatrosses, both kinds of which were absent, The terns of the year were now full
fledged and flying about, the spotted plumage of the young of lunata andfuligitwsa
rendering them especially conspicuous. Young boobies were common also, and all
stages of plumage between the immature and adult could be noted. Especially COD

spicuous were the juvenile Sula sula; which are wholly brown. Proceieterna saea
tilis was still abundant. About 30 miles east of Bird Island we saw a white-tailed
tropic bird (Pltaethon lepturus). This was the farthest west in the group thatwe
noted the species, although about Kauai, Niihau, Oabu, Molokai, and Maui it was
frequently observed.

LIST OF SPECIES."

LARIDA:.

Sterna fuliginosa. Sooty Tern.

SternajuUgino8a Gmel., Syst, Nat" Y, ii, 1788, p, 605.

While the Albatros» was still some distance from Laysan we could easily distinguish great swarms
of birds hovering over the island so as to form a veritable cloud. The greater number of this excited,
screaming multitude were sooty terns. Their cries reach one at sea as a low murmur, but in the midst
of a populous district the noise is simply deafening, and whenever we wandered among their" nests"
we were obliged to suspend conversation.

The sooty terns live in a great colony which extends along the upper half of the interior slope
completely around the island, with only a few interruptions, and are thus found almost entirely among
the bushy grass; on the west side the community extends nearly to the low bluff overlooking the sea.
T,heir distribution on such a small island is only of interest when compared with that of a near-by related
species, the two forms mutually agreeing to keep apart, though necessarily living in close proximity.
Thus the white albatross or gony has preempted the greater part of the island and has relegated the
black-footed albatross to the sand beaches. So the sooty tern, by virtue of greater numbers, has
crowded the gray-backed tern (Sterna lnnata) toward the sea, where the latter occupies a narrow strip
of island between the colonies of Sterne, fl1ligino81l and the beaches and also a few scattered localities
near the lagoon. It is much less numerous than 8. ju!ig'ino81l, which' has evidently gotten the best of
the struggle, if struggle there has been. Steru« lunata begins to nest sooner than S. juligino8a and
presumably arrives earlier.

The sooty terns nest in among the tall grass and the single eig is laid directly on the sand, with
sometimes scarcely a hollow to suggest a nest. The eggs are placed very close together in many locali
ties-so close that it is sometimes difficult to progress and not walk on them. The birds are very loath
at times to leave their nest, and scold soundly before finally slipping off. When at last driven, they
limp away, dragging their wings in a painful manner, just as our own birds do. Thus, here, on a
little island, is this firmly implanted instinct strongly in evidence, and practised where it can be of no
possible advantage to the bird. Sometimes a dozen or more will struggle on ahead of the pedestrian,
trampling over each other and crying incessantly, kicking eggs to the right and left in a mad endeavor
'to escape, while overhead their fellows keep up an incessant screaming. There is always a great cloud
of these birds flying back and forth over the colony, even when no disturbing element is present.
They seem to need the nervous excitement. Just at sunrise they are spontaneously most noisy, for
then they apparently are returning from the Mea, where I have heard them at various times during the
night. The illustration of these terns flying gives a good idea of their actions on the wing. (Fig. 2.)
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All the eggs of this tern were fresh. We ate many of them while on the island and found them
superior to those of the domestic fowl. Mr. Schlemmer informed us that the egg of the albatross is
the finest of all.

The eggs of the sooty tern vary much in markings, but can usually be told from those of ,r;,Yerna
lunata by greater' size and usually coarser spotting. The ground color is white or occasionally a cream
buff. One type of marking consists of deep burnt sienna and grayish vinaceous spots, with occasional
nearly black scrawls scattered rather evenly over the whole surface. These spots are 1, 2, and 3 mm.
in diameter, with occasional larger and smaller ones. Another less prevalent variation consists of
heavy, very deep burnt sienna blotches (5 mm. to 15 mm. in extent) congregated in a zone near the
blunt end, and lesser pale grayish vinaceous and deep burnt sienna spots sparsely scattered over the
rest of the egg. A very handsome type has the brown laid over the vinaeeous, and occasionally the
deep burnt sienna or chestnut shading off to one side into light, caused by the spiral twisting of
the egg in the oviduct. a One specimen shows this to a marked degree, having long chestnut daubs
extending spirally from the big end. b Still another type has fine brown and grayish vinaceous
maculations scattered all over the egg, but more numerous at the blunt end. An abnormal specimen
s entirely without markings, being pure white. The shape is ovate, either elongate or thick. An

average specimen measures 53 mm. by 35 mm.
This species has been found on Midway and Lisiansky islands, and we encountered numbers

off the French Frigate Shoals, where in 1891 Henry Palmer found large breeding colonies. On
Necker it is the most abundant tern, and as noisy as ever. The birds lay their eggs on the shelves of
rocks where there is some soil and matted succulent portulacas. Unlike those on Laysan, all the
eggs were advanced in incubation, and many young birds were hatched and peeping. Some were
perhaps a week or 10 days old. A few eggs of this species were laid in cavities in the face of the
rocks, where the young were eminently able to cling with their sharp little claws. They pecked
most savagely if we attempted to dislodge them. Likewise many eggs were laid out on the bare rock
in the full glare of the sun, and I saw a few perilously near high-water mark, in fact wet with spray.
A number of eggs of Gyg~ were in this position also. Dr. Gilbert found a nest with two eggs, and saw
the bird rise from them. The usual number is, of course, only one.

The rocks where we did most of the collecting faced a deep bay, and whenever the gun was
discharged thousands of terns would simultaneously shoot out from the face of the crags, as though
individually hit, filling the whole cove with an incredibly dense mass of angry birds.

The species was abundant at Bird Island both in June and August. On our second trip we saw
many in the spotted juvenal plumage.

Saunders defines their wide distribution as follows: "Tropicltl and juxta-tropical seas, wherever
suitable islands and reefs exist; occasionally wandering to Maine * * * and to Europe, even as
far as England. Almost unknown on the South American side of the Pacific, otherwise very generally
distributed." C

Sterna lunata. Gray-backed Tern.

Sterna lunata Peale, U. S. ExpJ. Exp., Birds, 1848, p. 277.

The gray-backed tern is one of the most characteristic birds of Laysan, and after Sterna juligioosa
is the most abundant of the five terns breeding on the island. Its habits are very similar to those of
the sooty tern. The colonies of this species, as mentioned under Sternajuliginosa, are somewhat
peculiar in distribution. One large, rather scattered community encircles the island like a narrow
band, close to the seabeach on the wind-swept sedgy slope facing the ocean and entirely outside the
big colony of sooty terns. There are also some separated and small colonies in a similar position
with reference to the lagoon. In short, there are two more or less interrupted circles of gray-backed
terns, sandwiching between them a much greater community of Sterna fuliqinosa:

The single egg is laid on the sand, and in some cases on bare phosphate rock. A few young
hatched while we were on the island, and all the eggs were advanced in incubation, whereas the eggs
of Sterna juliginosa were quite fresh, and many birds had not yet laid. The egg of this species is
smaller than that of Sterna fuliqinosa. No two specimens are alike, as is usually the case, I believe.'
with sea birds. The ground color is white, or very pale yellowish, and the spottings a rich, often

a Grinnell, Pacific Coast Avif. No.1, Birds of the Kotzebue Sound Region, Alaska, p. 24.
b Noted also by Snodgrass & Heller, Birds of Clipperton and Cocos Is., <Proe. Wash. Acad. SeL, IV, 190'2, p. 507.
"Cat. Birds Brit. Mus., xxv, p. 105.
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deep, chestnut, over shell markings of lilac gray edged with vinaceous. The maculations are some
times evenly distributed, fine spots of deep brown over broader splashes of gray, hut in the commoner
type of marking the spots are larger and more numerous at the blunt end. The contours vary from
blunt ovate to elongate ovate. An average specimen measures 46 by 33; an elongate one 4R by 29 mm.

One parent always stands guard over the nestling, and the bird shown in fig. 7, pI. 3, was
very solicitous for her young. I found one small company nesting right on the bare sand at the edge
of the beach. Often the nest is placed under a bush, which, so far as I am aware, is never the case
with the sooty tern.

These terns, when excited, spread their wings alightly, tilt the tail, and walk around in circles,
often rising a little on their toes. In flying they do not carry the bill pointed downward like our
common tern, for example, but straight ahead like a gull.

Sterna lunatlt has been recorded from Lisiansky and the French Frigate Shoals. Off the latter
islands we found it common, and likewise observed many on Necker. Here the gray-backed terns
nested in shallow cavities and hollows of the rocks OG the more exposed portions of the island, and
only very sparingly on the broad shelves with Sternafuliu'inosa. At Bird Island we found the species
common in June, and again in August, when there were numbers of birds in [uvenal« plumage.

Saunders gives the distribution of this tern as follows: "Paumotu Islands (Low Archipelago),
Society Islands, Fiji group, Phoenix Islands, Hawaiian group, Laysan and Krusenstern islands,
Caroline and Pelew islands, Moluccas, Solomon Islands, and orobably the intermediate islands of the
Pacific." (L. c., p. 101.)

Procelsterna saxatilis. Necker Island Tern.

Procelsterna saxo1ilis, W. K. Fisher, Proc. TJ. S. Nat. Mus., XXVI, 1903, p, 559.

This handsome little tern we first saw off the French Frigate Shoals, particularly near the large
rock mentioned in the narrative, and its identity was much of a mystery. When we landed on Necker
Island the same species was soon in .evidence, and its egg was found even before we realized to what
tern it belonged. The birds are seen usually sitting quietly on the rocks, and their small size imme
IHately singles them from the hosts of other sea fowl all around. They fly with a quick, dove-like
wing beat, and were more suspicious of our movements than any of the other species. We never
heard them utter a cry. Although they may perch near the" nest," they are extremely non-committal

. as to its exact position, leaving the neighborhood whenever the egg is disturbed. In fact, only one
.bird was actually flushed off the egg, and that by Mr. Snyder as he was climbing the steep north face
of tha island. The single egg is laid in a shallow bowl-like cavity or recess in the rock with no nest,
but occasionally a few stray quills and rubbish scattered about. (Frontispiece.)

Although the birds were fairly common, my impression is that the nests were not nearly so
numerous in proportion, but I have no doubt that the majority of the birds nested in inaccessible
places along the steep face of the rock.

All the eggs were very much incubated and we were able to save 'but two specimens. These are
bluntly ovate and broadly elliptical ovate. The ground color is dull creamy white, in one specimen
not very thickly marked with roundish.. rod-shaped, Y- and U- shaped and irregular small spots of day
color, light sepia and wood brown, the shell marks showing various tints of bluish gray. In this
example the spots are rather evenly distributed over the whole egg. The other egg has more numerous,
smaller, and more regular spots, about the size of a dust shot, which are scattered over the whole
egg, but are thicker at the blunt end. The gray spots are larger and more numerous than the brown
ones. The two specimens measure 36.5 by 26, and 39 by 27 millimeters.

At Bird Island this tern is abundant. We were not able to land on the rock, but from the
Albatross saw many of them as they flew back and forth. The stomachs of those collected at Necker
contained small silvery fishes.

The present species is nearest Procelsterna cinerea (Gould), but instead of being ashy gray is more
bluish in general tone, with darker upper parts, darker breast, sides, flanks, and lower tail coverts
~instead of white of cinerea), shorter and slenderer bill, and shorter wings. I~ s?me respects it. is
Intermediate between Procelsterna cerulea (Bennett) and P. cinerea (Gould). ThiS IS true of the size
-----~~_._-_.-

aFollowing pro J. Dwight, [r., I have used juvenal here and elsewhere to signify thc seeond plumage of a young
bird, or that succeeding the natal down. As explained by Dr. Dwight, juvenile is inexact. (See The Auk, XIX, p. 251.)
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in a general way and also of the color of the under parts. The under parts of cerulea are fully as dark
as the back, which (in an old skin collected by T. R. Peale, Dog Island, Low Archipelago) is more
ashy than that of eaxotili»,

Procelsierna soxaiili« shows its closer kinship with cinerea in the light lower parts and light gray
wedges on the four outer primariesj but, as mentioned above, it is smaller than cinerea, with con
spicuously shorter wing and shorter and slenderer bill. The under wing coverts are pearl-gray instead
of white, and the breast, sides, and lower tail coverts are decidedly gray, whereas in cinerea the lower
parts are almost white, and entirely so on the belly. The general tone of the plumage of cinerea is
ashy, but in saxatilis it is somewhat bluish.

While the geographic,al distribution of the present form is very restricted, so far as known, being
found on French Frigate Shoals, Neeker, and Bird islands only, that of its nearest relative cinerea is
rather wide, ranging over "Australian and New Zealand seas, Lord Howe, Norfolk, and neighboring
islands, the Kermadec group, also the islet of San Ambrosio, which is nearest to the coast of Chile, but
lies outside the cold Antarctic current," and Eua, Friendly Islands. (L. e., p. 136.)

A very interesting point is the fact that Procelsterna cerulea (Bennett) ranges in between the two
forms, so that in addition to being far removed from its nearest ally, saxat'ilis is further segregated by
the intervention of this less closely related species. Cerulea is distributed over "central Polynesia,
Paumotu or Low Archipelago, the Marquesas, the Society to the Ellice islands, the Phoenix group,
and the Fannings (Christmas 1.), a little north of the Equator." (L. c., p. 134.)

A redescription of Procebterna ea.cotili« is here added for the sake of completeness:
Type No. 188651, U. S. N. M., adult male. Bill black; pileum and fore part of cervix, lores, chin,

and throat clear light gray (abont No.8 or 9 of Ridgway's nomenclature); shading to darker (between
French gray and cinereous) on nape, cheeks and sides of neck, and passing into a trifle lighter gray
(No.7) on sides, hind part of jugulum, breast, flanks, and lower tail coverts. Fore part of jugulum and
the abdomen pure white, blending into surrounding gray of sides and breast. Breast almost as pale
as the pileum, but becomes gradually darker on sides, sides of neck, shoulders, and malar region,
inclosing the conspicuously lighter throat and white jugular patch.. An orbital ring is black in
anterior two-thirds of upper, in forward and first third of lower parts, and pure white for the
remainder. The black and white are conspicuous, being from 1 to 2 millimeters wide. There is
a small white area just above black on "ey",brow." 'I'he vgray of the 'nape and hind neck and
shoulders shades gradually into a darker and less bluish gray over the mantle (about gray No.5 or
slightly darker), which darkens into a decidedly ashy gray (between slate gray and mouse gray) on
wing coverts. Secondaries conspicuously edged with white. The feathers of the mantle are vermicu
lated with almost obsolete bars of lighter gray (present also in cinerea and ceruleo.i which show plainly
in favorable lights. Primaries dark slate color, an indistinct light gray" wedge" on inner web of first
three primaries (reaching to within 25 millimeters of tip on first), less conspicuous on fourth, and
represented on remainder by an indistinct lighter edging. Shafts of primaries very dark sepia. Under
wing coverts pearl gray, whitish at bend of wing. Rump, upper tail coverts, and rectrices like mantle.
Inner web of each rectrix edged with pale gray distally, becoming almost white proximally (less
extended than in cinerea). Legs in life a dull sepia black, paler toward and on tibire and toes; webs
creamy flesh color, rather lifeless, with an indefinite edging of sepia next to toes. Iris deep sepia,
pupil black. Measurements of type in millimeters: Length, in flesh 285; wing 186; tail 113; culmen
26; depth of bill at nostril (post, end) 5.5; bill from nostril ]7.5; tarsus 25; middle toe 32.

Adult female, No. 188652, U. S. N. M. In color like the male, but a trifle smaller (for size see table
of measurements).

Juoenal plumage, No. 188653, U. S. N. M., female immature. The upper parts are as a whole darker;
the pileum of dark feathers is edged with light gray, giving a mottled appearance. The mantle is darker
and more ashy than adult, lacking faint bars, except on longest tertials, Inner tertials, and upper tail
coverts edged with light gray. Lower parts, as a whole, lighter than adult, being white except an illy
defined band across breast and on throat, which are gray. Sides of head and neck darker than adult.
Black portion of orbital ring much wider and more conspicuous than white. White area over eye as
in adult. Malar stripe white. Measurements in millimeters: Wing ]57; tail 80; culmen 17; tarsus 23.

Nestling, recently hatched (male), No. ]88654, U. S. N. M. Completely covered with soft down.
Pure white below. Crown white; sides and back of neck very pale buff. Ends of wings white; inner
portion of alar and the humeral and spinal tracts brownish gray (down white at tips and brownish
gray below). Feet greenish gray; bill blackish. .
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The following diagnosis will serve to distinguish the three species of this genus:

a. Lower parts nearly as dark as mantle, a decided and rather uniform gray. No discernible white wedges
in first three primaries , , ,. cerulea

ae. Lower parts very much lighter than mantle. A more or less conspicuous light-gray wedge lu three outer-
most primaries.

b. General tone ashy. Under wing coverts and lower tall coverts white: breast very pale gmy. Size larger:
Wing 211; culmen 28 , . .. .. • . . .. . .. . . .. .. • • . . .. . . .. .. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . .. . .. . cinerea

bb. General tone bluish gray. Under wing coverts and lower tail coverts gruy, Breast decidedly gray,
whole under parts more suffused with gray than b. Size smaller: wing 186; culmen 26 •....••....•...•. .axatilis

I append the table of measurements published with the original description:

186 113 2(j 17. fl
181i 109 21;.2 17
181,-- 112 26 17
186 115 26.5 17
183 109 2.'> Hi
185 112 2fl 16.5
180 110 25- Iti+

Locality.

Necker Id,
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.

32
32

bent.
32
32
32
31

25
25
25
25
2))
25
24+

~~eEm I M~~~le
at n,os, Tarsus, with

tril. claw,-----1- ------
5.5 II

5.5
5.5
f,+
s.s
5.5
5

Bill
from

nostril.
Cul
men.Wing. Tltil.Sex.

cJ' ad.
cJ'ltd.
cJ'ltd.
cJ'ltd.
cJ'ltd.
cJ' ad.
'i' ad.

Number.

Procelsteru« saxatiliH.

U. S. N. M., 188651. Type., ...... , ..

~UM.,iliJ
Proeetstema cinerea.

Acad. Nat. ScI. Phila.• 5032. Type.......... 211 ..
~cad. Nat. ScI. Phlla., 5033 <1206+ ..

. S. N. M., 15466...... .•. al95+ .

Procelsicrtu: eerulea.

28
28
27

..' .
19.5 6.5 25.5 33

FAistcoas t Australfa,
Do.
(?)

~cad. Nat, ScI. Phila., 5029 , .
Ucad. Nat. Sci. Phillt., 5031 ..

. S. N. M., 13153'l ................ . • . 1 ..

180
178
180

27 • .. • • . .. Polynesia.•
26 Do.
25.5 17+ 24 30 Dog Id., Low, Archlp

a Wing tip gone.

Anous stolidus. Noddy.

Sterna Btolida Linn., Syst. Nat., ed, 10, J, 1758, p. 37.

. The noddy ranks fourth in relative abundance among the terns dwelling on Laysan. It does not
build its nest close among others of its fellows to any marked degree, though I found a few small
colonies. The noddies had apparently only recently begun to lay, when we arrived, and I believe
their numbers increased during our stay. They were living mostly on the west and northwest sides' of
the island, where they made their nests on the slopes and summits of the low sand bluffs next to the
beach. The nest is usually on the ground, though sometimes it is placed on the prostrate branches of
a procumbent shrub. It is a much simpler structure than that of Micranol1.~ lwwaiiemis, and when on
the sand usually consists of a shallow bowl, lined roughly with dried sedge. Rarely there is no nest
at all, the egg being deposited on the bare ground, When placed on the beaten-down stems of bushes,
as is sometimes the case, the nest becomes a makeshift platform of sticks and sedge. The rather acute
ovate egg is a creamy white, sparsely spotted with light gray, burnt umber, and walnut brown. Most
of the brown spots are on the larger half, and are sometimes small and at other times quite large
(.4 to 8 millimeters across). One egg has no dark marks, but is scantily spotted and streaked with
hght Mars brown. Specimens vary from 58 by 48 to 51 by 35 millimeters. (Figs. 12 and 14.)
. Noddies like to gather in little companies on the beach, or on rocks near the shore, where they

Sit.for hours dozing away or preening their feathers. They are not so tame as their smaller relative,
M'lCranou8 howaiiensis.

We found this species off the French Frigate Shoals, from which it has already been recorded by
Rothschild. Likewise on Necker it was fairly common, and we found nests and eggs. Here the nest
Was Smaller than on Laysan, the material being restricted from necessity to the fleshy stems of Portulaca
lutea, which grows abundantly on the shelves of the rocks. As on Laysan, the birds gathered on
the rocks near the water's edge just out of reach of the surf. We found the species at..Bird Island,
both at sea and on shore, where they were seen standing on the beach.

This tern has a wide range, which is given by Saunders as follows:
"Tropical and juxta-tropical America; chiefly on the Atlantic side, but also on the Pacific in

F. c. B.I903, Pt. 3-2
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Mexico and the central region; Atlantic down to Tristan da Cunha (breeding); intertropical African
and Asian seas up to Yeddo; islands of the Pacific up to Laysan, etc., and as far as Sala y Gomez, 105°
W.; also Chatham 1., Galapagos (fide Ridgway), but not on coasts of Peru or Chile. Breeding, as a
rule, where found. Once obtained off the south coast of Ireland." (L. c., p. 140.)

Micranous hawaiiensis. Hawaiian tern; Noio.

HicranoltfJ tunoaiiensis Rothschild, Bull. Brit. Om. Club, No. x, July, 1893, p, XVII.

This handsome little tern is one of the most characteristic birds of Laysan, where it nests in
considerable numbers, ranking perhaps third in relative abundance among the terns. Saving the
noddy, it is the only one which builds any nest worthy of the name, and hence is remarkable for this
reason alone. The birds live in small communities, scattered over the island, either near the sea or
in the interior. 1 found nests in two different kinds of bushes, and they were placed anywhere from
18 inches to 3 feet up, according to the desirability of location. They are constructed of twigs, usually
morning-glory stems and leaves, and are from 10 to 12 inches in diameter. Usually the nests are
built flat on top of the bushes, or sometimes below in a crotch. There is scarcely any hollow, and
occasionally a few feathers enter into the lining of dried leaves. The nests are in a large number of
cases completely plastered over with droppings, and are used year after year. (Figs. 9, 10, 11.)

The single egg is laid early in May, although from perfectly fledged birds, which were common,
1 should judge these eggs to belong to the second setting of the year. All were more or less advanced
in incubation. They present some variation in size and hue. The ground color is either nearly pure
white, creamy white, cream buff, pale buff, or even light vinaceous buff. Sometimes the egJ.( is heavily
blotched and streaked with chestnut at the large end, with only pale, partially obscured, markings·
elsewhere. Again, these blotches and smaller spots are scattered over the egg. In another type the
deep burnt umber maeulations are in small spots and irregular lines from 3 to 8 millimeters long, with
many nearly obscured larger spots 211 over the egg. No two eggs are alike in color, and it is impossible
to define any special type, unless it be the pale-buff ground tint, with scattered deep-brown blotches
and streaks. The pale-brownish ground color is quite characteristic, though some eggs are almost pure
white. The prevalent shape is ovate, sometimes very blunt. A large egg measures 47 by 33, a smaller
specimen 43 by 30 millimeters.

This little tern is quite unsuapicious and allowed us to approach Closely. When disturbed from
its egg the noio flies about in circles as if in doubt, and finally settles on the edge of its nest, aA shown in
fig. 10. Numbers of them habitually SIt in company on the tops of bushes facing the wind, some
flying off occasionally and others joining the group. Their only occupation during these assemblies
seems to be preening their feathers. Very few were seen at sea during the day, so that they must fish
considerably after nightfall. \

Speaking of this tern about Hawaii, Mr. H. W. Henshaw writes: a
"The noio lives wholly upon fish, to obtain which it habitually makes excursions offshore 10 or

1,,) miles. Indeed, comparatively little of its food is obtained inshore, though occasionally they may
be seen slowly winnowing their way along the surf-streaked coast and scanning the heaving billows
with anxious eye for their quarry.

" While following its prey on the broad ocean the noio is of much service to the Hawaiian fisher
men, and acts as his pilot; for its presence in numbers in a given spot marks the whereabouts of shoals
of noi, a long silvery minnow, and there also is sure to be found the aku, or skipjack, much sought
after by the fishermen. This tern never dives for fish, but with a quick stoop and a dip of the head it
seizes the unsuspecting minnow when close to the surface.

"In the olden time 1 learn that the natives used to raid the nesting site, of the noio pretty
regularly for both eggs and young, the latter especially being esteemed delicacies, as indeed were the
young of most sea birds. For this purpose dark nights were usually chosen, and by means of torches
and the help of dubs the old birds, bewildered by the light, were easily secured."

Henry Palmer found this tern on Lisiansky and Midway.v We did not see any at French Frigate
Shoals, hut observed a number on Necker, without discovering any nests. We also saw them at
Bird Island in August. The species is not uncommon in the Hawaiian group proper, and is recorded
from Hawaii, Molokai, Oahu, Niihau, and Kauai. As a wanderer it is found likewise on the other
islands. So far as our knowledge goes at present it does not breed outside this region.

a Birds of the Hawaiian Islands, etc., 1902, p. 125. b Rothschild, Avifauna of Laysan, etc., p. 43.
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Gygis alba. kittlitzi. White Tern.
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Gy(fiB alba ltiltlitzi Hartert, Katal, Vogelsamm. Senckenb. 1891, p. 237.

On Laysan the white tern, or love bird, as it is sometimes called, is one of the least abundant of
the breeding sea birds. Small colonies are scattered over the interior of the island, but the largest is
found in the vicinity of the fresh-water pond. Here the little white terns lay their eggs on lumps of
phosphate rock, among bush grass, or under the overhanging shelter of some shrub or clump of vines.
Only one egg is deposited. We found all gradations, from fresh eggs to fully fledged young, which
resemble the parent. The nestlings clung to the rocks with great persistence and fortitude. The air
of independence which they are capable of assuming is very amusing. A peculiar trait of this white
tern is its habit of occasionally depositing its egg 'on the bare limb of a bush, as depicted in plate 4,
fig. 16. Here the bird stands over it, with confidence born of success probably, and the young is
undoubtedly hatched, though we saw none. We watched the bird sitting on the egg shown in the
photograph, and when she flew off it was not disturbed in any way. It is safe to assume that a heavy
wind would play havoc if this habit was very general. We frequently saw these terns resting near
their" homes," the two standing side by side, but they donot seem to brood so much as other species.
They do not sit on their egg in the ordinary manner, but stand over it, as their legs are short.

The eggs are very handsome, the ground color varying from a faint greenish through very pale
buff, cream, and white, with traces of yellowish. The marking is different on each egg. One is
heavily blotched with French gray, over which are thick irregular lines and streaks of raw umber
forming a band near the larger end, but scattered over the whole egg. Over this are fewer lines,
almost black, confined to larger half. Another egg is streaked and mottled with drab-gray and olive.
Other eggs are heavily blotched with slate gray, over which are irregular patches of very deep Prout's
brown, almost black in spots. In some examples the markings tend to become streaks; in others irreg
ular spots. The shape is bluntly ovate, broadly elliptical ovate, or oval, which last is perhaps the
most prevalent contour. An ovate specimen measures 42 by 30, an oval 40 by 32 millimeters.

The old bird brings two silvery fishes to the young and she invariably carries them crosswise in
her bill. Dr. Gilbert captured two such fishes from a young tern. These turned out to be a silvery
half-beak, and some species not yet ·identified. Mr. Schlemmer told me he had always observed two
flshes, but Henry Palrner,« on Midway Island, saw an old bird with "not less than four in its beak
at once." The interesting part is how the old birds capture the additional fish and still retain the first
one. Certainly the difficulty would seem great in the case of four fishes!

Whenever we happened to wander near their eggs or young the white terns carne and hovered in
front of our faces and peered intently at us as if trying to divine our intentions. .Just out of reach
they would flutter, turning their heads from side to side, occasionally uttering a droll and wheezy
little cry. They did not offer to peck us, bnt were content to stare and wheeze. When fully satisfled
they flew silently away, looking back from time to time, but would sometimes return for several addi
tional inspections. Not infrequently, when we were nowhere near a colony, one of these terns,
attracted by the unusual sight of white helmets, changed its course and came close to gaze at us with
the same disconcerting intentness. .

Some idea of the beauty of this species will be gained when it is remembered that their plumage
is pure white, except a black orbital ring.

Henry Palmer (op. cit., p. XVI) found Uygis abundant on Midway Island and observed it at
Gardner Rock, and we saw many individuals off French Frigate Shoals. On Necker it is one of the
commonest terns, far more abundant than on Laysan, and I am inclined to think that the species
finds the rocks a more congenial home. The seeming disregard for the welfare of the egg is well dem
onstrated here, for it is deposited on any little insufficient shelf of the rock, usually at the edge of
some shallow cavity, where it clings, so to speak. I confess myself somewhat astonished at the reck
lessness of this little tern. How the egg is ever balanced on some of the extraordinary places upon
which it. is deposited, when the birds are continually flying on and off, passes comprehension. I
observed many nestlings, all small, and saw one little bird emerging from the egg, its mother standing
over it and resolutely refusing to desert her offspring, even though I stroked her back. She did not
appear frightened, but rather indignant at intrusion. The species nests all along the steep face of the
island, where they can be easily seen against the dark rock. Also at Bird Island we found the species

a Rothschild, Avifauna of Laysan, ete., p. XIV.
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common, both in June and August, Here against the blar-kish crags the little white speeks Rhone
out plainly, as on Necker.

Saunders in the British Museum Catalog does not separate kiulitzi from alba. The combined
distribution of the two forms is given by this author as follows:

"Fernando Noronha, Trinidad and Martin Vas Islets, Ascension, St. Helena, Madagascar,
Mascarene Islands and vicinity, Chagos group, Bay of Bengal, Malaysia to Australia, Polynesia to
Dude Island, and the Central Pacific generally, up to the Sandwich Islands and Krusenstern Islets."

Gygis alba i-ittlitzi was described by Hartert from the Caroline Islands, and has been determined
by Rothschild and others to be the form from the Hawaiian group. It is probable that all the birds
from localities north of the equator belong to this form. Although described as a subspecies, the form
will probably he found to be a full species, as the presence of intergrading forms seems a little
improbable.

lHOMEDEID£.

Diomedea immutabilis. Laysan Alba/ross; (lony.

Diomedea immutoblli« Rothschfld , Bn ll, Brit. Orn. Club, No. IX, 1893. 1'. XJ,VIJI.

'With many ornithologists the word Laysan is 1'0 intimately connected with pictures of albatrosses
that the two have become inseparably associated. Surely no birds can stand out more vividly in our
memory than these splendid creatures, not alone on account of their great numbers and remarkable
appearance, but more perhaps from the unusual ..harm and interest which attaches to their personalities.
Their large size and striking plumage at once raise them to an exalted place among all sea birds, a
position similar to that which tradition and fancy have accorded the eagle among birds of the land.

The Laysan albatross or gony is distributed all over the island, with the single exception of the
beaches, which on all sides except the west are colonized by the black-footed albatross. The flat
plain surrounding the lagoon is their favorite habitat, and we found the young here in far the greatest
numbers. This great colony extended all the way around the lagoon, but certain portions were more
congested than others. The largest single colony of young is on the south side of the lagoon, where
the ground has been leveled off in past years by phosphate-rock diggers. Here from a little erninenee
one .ean look off and see many thousands of birds at a glance, but it would be hazardous to guess how
many there are on the whole island. At the time of our visit the young were about two-thirds grown,
the white feathers of the breast and abdomen having in most eases the appearance of the adult, but
the rest of the body was covered with long brown down, except on the head, whereit was short. The
beaks of the young are dark dirty gray or brownish gray, while those of the adult are light greenish.
There seems scarcely a tussock of the grass which covers the greater portion of the slopes of the
island but has an ungainly young bird in its shadow ready to snap at the intruder with a show of
ferocity, These amusing «reatures sit on their heels with the whole length of the tarsus on the
ground or tilted slight.ly in the air, as shown in the illustration. Their spare time is spent in gazing
stupidly around, but if their reverie is at all disturbed by one passing too near they fly into an appar
ent rage, lean forward and snap their beaks viciously, or sway their uncouth bodies from side to side
in a frantie attempt to maintain a balance, Sometimes they make a rush, waddling along and darting
their heads hack and forth to the music of clicking mandibles. But they only occasionally come to
the point of biting, and are al ways amenable to tact and persuasion. (Figs.] 8-21.)

Usually, after the first paroxysm of snapping is over, one can stroke them with little danger of
scratched hands. They maintain a small fire of objection, with impotent nips, or try to sidle off. Rut
sometimes a youngster is more determined than the rest. It often happens that in an eager rush
to scare an intruder the young bird stumbles in a petrel's hole and falls forward with considerahle
force on its chin. In some way nature never meant an albatross's head to be lower than its stomach,
or the concussion affects it unpleasantly, for usually it disgorges its breakfast very promptly and
energetically, but curiously I never saw them do this without first falling over. After such a perform
ance the young one looks dejected, for it is usually left hungry, and hunger is its chief trouble.

The old birds, however, are quite different, and do not seem to mind the presence of man. One
can walk among them without disturbing their various occupations and amusements in the least. Only
when suddenly startled do they exhibit any tendency to snap their bills, and then they are easily
calmed. They back away from any proffered familiarity with great rapidity, unless suddenly hindered
by a tuft of grass, which event surprises them immoderately. They will not allow themselves to be
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handled, and make off at a great rate if one offers them this indignity. They have a half-doubting
inquisitiveness which leads them sometimes to walk up to the visitor and examine anything conspieu
ous about his person. One bird became greatly interested in the bright aluminum cap to my tripod,
and strolled up and examined it carefully with both eye and beak, appearing somewhat astonished
when the cap tinkled.

Matters always seem to go harmoniously among the members of a colon v and no ill-will was
shown between adults. The young birds, however, occasionally had slight misunderstandings, and
between the old birds and strange young ones there existed at times of feeding a peculiar animosity.

When standing beside their young they present a very attractive sight, as their plumage is always
immaculately clean. The region about the eye is dark-grayish, overhung by a pure white eyebrow,
which gives them a decidedly pensive appearance. They have an innate objection to idleness, and
consequently seldom stand around doing nothing, but spend much time in a curious performance, the
meaning of which I am at a loss to explain. It has been called courting (Avifauna of Laysan, etc.,
p. 57), but as the antics are carried on during the birds' residence of about ten months on the island,
they are probably an amusement, in which the albatrosses indulge immoderately in lieu of other
diversion. This game, or whatever one may wish to call it, may have originated in past time .during
the courting-period, but it certainly has long since lost any such significance.

The proceeding in brief is as follows: Two albatrosses approach each other bowing profoundly and
stepping rather heavily. They circle around each other nodding solemnly all the time. Next they
fence a little, crossing bills and whetting them together, pecking meanwhile, and dropping stiff little
bows. Suddenly one lifts its closed wing and nibbles at the feathers underneath, or, rarely, if in a
hurry, merely turns its head and tucks its bill under its wing. The other bird during this short per
formance assumes a statuesque pose and either looks mechanically from side to side or snaps its bill
loudly a few times. Then the first bird bows once and, pointing its head and beak straight upward,
rises on its toes, puffs out its breast, and utters a prolonged nasal groan, the other bird snapping its
bill loudly and rapidly at the same time.

Sometimes both birds raise their heads in air and either one or both utter the indescribable and
ridiculous bovine groan. When they have finished, they begin bowing at each other again, almost
always rapidly and alternately, and presently repeat the performance, the birds reversing their nile
in the game, or not. There is no hard and fast order to these antics, which the seamen of the Albatross
rather aptly called a "cuke walk," but many variations occur. The majority of cases, however, follow
the sequence I have indicated. Sometimes three engage in the play, one dividing its.Attention between
two. They are always most polite, never losing their temper or offering any violence. The whole
affair partakes of the nature of a snappy drill, and is more or less mechanical. (Figs. 25-28. )

Occasionally one will lightly pick up a twig or grass straw and present it to the other. This one
does not accept the gift, however, but thereupon returns the compliment, when straws are promptly
dropped and all hands begin bowing and walking about as if their very lives depended upon it. If
one stands where albatrosses are reasonably abundant, he can see as many as twenty couples hard at
work bowing and groaning on all sides, and paying not the slightest attention to his presence. Whon
walking through the grassy portions of the island, I have seen white heads bobbing up and down
above the green, as solitary pairs were amusing themselves away from the larger congregations of
their kind. If I walked up to them, they would stop and gaze in a deprecating way, and walk off,
bowing still, with one eye in my direction. Having reached what they considered a respectful distance,
they would fall to and resume their play.

Should one enter a group of albatrosseswhich have been recently engaged in this diversion and
begin to bow very low, the birds will sometimes walk around in a puzzled sort of way, bowing in
return, a curious fact, which F. H. von Kittlitz recorded as early as 1884:

"When Herr Isenbeck met one, he used to bow to it, and the albatrosses were polite enough to
answer, bowing and cackling. This could easily be regarded as a fairy tale; but considerlng that these
birds, which did not even flyaway when approached, had no reason to '.:hange their customs, it seems
quite natural.?«

One moonlight night we strolled over the island after nocturnal petrels and visited a portion of a
populous albatross colony. The old birds were still hard at work executing that queer ....song dance,"
and in the uncertain light the effect "Was one long to be remembered. Their white plumage made
them conspicuous for a long distance over the stretches near the lagoon. From all sid s the sound of

a Extract from Avifauna of Laysan, p. III (F. H. von Kittlitz In Museum Senckcnbcrgianum, I, pp, 117et seq.).
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their groans and bill-snappings was audible above the continual thin, high squeak of young albatrosses
and the moans and caterwauling of sbearwaters and petrels. During some quieter spell in the activi
ties of the-vocalists far-away groans were borne to us across the placid lagoon, as a reminder that in
other parts the good work was still going on. By this time many of the albatrosses had started off
fishing, as they seem to .10 a large part of it after dark, probably toward morning.

It is interesting to note that 'the antics which have just been described are not limited to this
species, but, in a modified form, are practiced by Diomedea nigripes, and are mentioned also by Roths
child and Hartert « in connection with Diomedea irrnrata Salvin. Probably all species of the genus
exhibit the trait in some form.

After sunrise the albatrosses begin to feed the young. The old bird, coming in from the sea,
alights near her offspring, which immediately takes the initiative by waddling up and pecking or biting
gently at her beak. This petitioning always takes place and perhaps acts as some sort of stimulus, for
in a few moments the mother stands up, and with head lowered and wings held loosely at the side
disgorges a mass of squids and oil. Just as she opens her beak the young inserts its own crosswise and
skillfully catches every morsel, which it bolts with evident relish, This operation I saw repeated,
with short intermissions, ten times. The last two or three ejections of this oily pabulum cost the

•albatross considerable muscular effort, and the last time nothing came up but a little oil, and stomach
juices presumably. The young bird is not at all modest in its demands, but keeps asking for more.
The old bird now pecks back in an annoyed manner, and if the other still urges, she arises and walks
off, usually to some neighboring young one, which she viciously mauls about the neck. This exhibition
usually takes place just before she feeds her young and likewise between courses, as it were. Why
she does this I am at a loss to suggest, unless it be mere ill-will. The old bird does not always confine
this ill treatment to one strange young bird, but takes in a circle of those whose parents are absent.
The young thus rudely treated sometimes bite back, but usually do not offer resistance, uttering
instead a plaintive little squeak, A small mortality is the result of this practice. Dr. Gilbert observed
that Diomedea nigripf?s is more savage than the white species. He saw a black-footed albatross thus
take in a circle of about twenty young im7llutabilis and" wool" them soundly. Finally, however, the
ruffian arrived at a youngster whose parent, being unexpectedly near by, set upon the persecutor, and
in the scrimmage niqripes was put to rout. (Figs. 22-24.)

Near the forms or nests one not infrequently finds solid pellets-disgorged by the young in all
probability, and by old birds too-c-consisting entirely of squid beaks and opaque lenses of the eyes,
These Ienses become very brittle and amber like under the action of stomach juices and show a con
centric structure. Candle nuts, the large seed of Aleurites molluccana, were found by Mr. Snyder in the
interior of the island and were almost undoubtedly ejected by albatrosses. As is well known,
albatrosses pick up all sorts of floating material, and candle nuts are frequently seen on the ocean,
having been swept seaward by mountain streams. The nearest trees are on Kauai, about 700 miles
east. This suggests a means by which many hard, floating seeds might be carried into the interior of
islands by albatrosses, shearwaters, petrels, and frigate birds, and thus obtain a foothold, whereas if
swept ashore on barren rocks or beaches they would stand little chance of ever germinating.

The white albatross or gony lays one egg, on the ground or frequently in a slightly raised
mound with a shallow basin in the top. We saw numbers of these" forms," almost worn out by the
young birds. According to Mr. Schlemmer, the egg is laid about the middle of November. We were
of course out of season to secure any, although we saw numerous spoiled ones half buried ill the sand.
Rothschild b describes them as follows:

"I have received a series of eight eggs of D. irnrnutab-ilis, which vary very much both in shape and
coloration. The two extremes are as follows:

"1. Very elongate; length 111.5 mm.; width 62.5 mm.: ground color dirty white, marked with
numerous large and small blotches of a brownish-maroon color, which are principally massed at the
two ends, though there are a few in the central zone.

"2. Very thick and short; length 100 mm.; width 70; color, uniform brownish buff without any
markings whatever.

"The majority of specimens before me are dirty white with irregular patches and spots of brownish
maroon at the larger end. "

(lNovltates Zoologlcre, VI, 1899, p. 125. bAvlfauua of LayMU, etc., p. 2\11.
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In the "Avifauna of Laysan " there is a plate showing" carloads" of albatross eggs, supposed by
many persons to be ready for shipment to Honolulu. Mr. Schlemmer assured me that eggs have never
been sent to Honolulu from Laysan, and that these eggs were gathered together by a photographer,
who could find nothing better to do, for the purpose of a spectacular picture. The photograph hat!
had a rather wide circulation and led to some criticism of Mr. Schlemmer's predecessor.

The albatrosses begin to arrive on Laysan about October 25 and 26, and they remain till the
following August. Dr. Schauinsland says:

"During the last days of October the first vanguard of the mighty albatrosses appeared, and a
few days afterwards the island looked, from an elevated point, as if it was densely covered with large
snowflakes. There was hardly a spot of groundon which the dazzling white plumage of an albatross
was not apparent and the number of these birds is often so large that many are obliged to be content
with.rather unsuitable spots, and many must leave the overcrowded area." a

The young' are hatched in February, according to Mr. Schlemmer. They then are covered with a
grayish-white down b which is soon superseded by a plumage of dark-brown down, assumed by a
continued growth of the original covering and a wearing off of the gray tips. As the young birds grow
older the white feathers come in on the breast and abdomen first, and the brown down is in direct com
munication with the terminal barbs of these juvenal feathers, as is, of course, well known. The feathers
of the back also come in about the same time, and those of the wings, save the quills.

In large colonies of animals, it has always been something of a problem how a parent is able to
find its young among so many of its kind. The voice is probably responsible in some cases, but as
birds are extremely keen of sight and evinlle a positive genius for discriminating landmarks, I believe
the albatrosses must in some way depend upon peculiarities in the surroundings of their young. It is
worthy of record, however, that the young often "sing" in a thin, high squeak, which is kept up
continuously for periods, and may be of service in guiding the parent, though I could not distinguish
the slightest individuality in tone. I do not know whether they do this when the old birds ltre
present, but remember that very many were engaged in the cricket-like song when we visited a
populous colony late one moonlight night.

I saw numbers of the young sleeping, their eyes being tightly closed and bills tucked under their
wings. Some of them did not awake till touched, and then naturally were much startled. The old
birds seem to be wide-awake at night, but about 9 or 10 o'clock in the morning they frequently sleep
near their young, with the bill and one eye covered by the wing.

The shallow, basin-shaped hollow in which the egg is deposited, is the young albatross's home and
it usually does not stray far. But as the nestlings grow stronger st? that they can walk a little, albeit
very awkwardly, they wander sometimes a rod from the home spot and engage in mild squabbles with
youthful neighbors. The same feeling of growing strength leads them about this time to slowly fan
their wings back and forth from time to time. During a light shower I saw a considerable colony of
young birds do this together, after the manner of cormorants drying their wings. When the breeze
is rather brisk they usually all face it. Their spare time is taken up with idly dozing in the hot sun,
preening their feathers or examining their surroundings. Several times I observed young birds collect
dried grass and similar material, which happened to be within reach, and carefully cover the hollow
in which they were sitting. Sometimes their spirit of inquiry leads them into trouble. We found a
young bird, still lively, buried to its neck in a collapsed petrel burrow. It objected strenuously to
being disinterred, but appeared little the worse for its adventure.

We saw a few Diomedea immutabilis on one of the smaller islands of the French Frigate Shoals,
but the species is evidently not plentiful there. On Necker it is rather abundant, over the top of the
island, where there is more or less vegetation. Dr. Gilbert estimated roughly that there might be
from one to two thousand birds. They are also scattered over the shelves on the sides of the north
point, where I saw an old one feeding her young. She was much more timid than any birds we
encountered on Laysan. During our first visit to Bird Island, June 2, I saw one or two of this
species, but on the second trip, in August, none were noted. '

The gony was not seen about the Hawaiian group proper, where it occurs only as a migrant.
The species is known to breed on Midway, C Lisiansky c, Laysan, French Frigate Shoals, Necker, and

a Drei Monate auf elner Koralleninsel, p. 52.
b Rothschild, Avifauna of Laysan, p. 29.
o Avifauna of Laysan, etc., PP' 57, and XIII.
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Bird islands. When not earing for its young it is a wanderer, and the following paragraph from
Rothschild's Avifauna of Laysan gives some idea of its extralimital distribution:

" D. immutabilis is, as a migrant, widely spread. Mr. Alan Ownston sent me a specimen killed
on Myiakejima, Japan, in October, 1893 (Bull. B. O. Club, III, p. XLVII, June, 1894). In the Museum
d'Histoire Naturelle, in Paris, I have seen a specimen killed near Hawaii by M. Bailleu. Mr. A. W.
Anthony found this species near San Geronimo and Guadalupe islands on the coast of Lower Cali
fornia, and it is to be suspected that several reports of albatrosses observed on the western coast of
North America refer to this species, and perhaps also some of the specimens mentioned by Cassin
(U. S. Expl. Exp., p. 399) might have been D. immutabilis. Certainly the birds mentioned by Pick
.ering (1. c., p. 401) as being observed between Oahu and the northwest coast of America, and as being
'all of a blaekish or dark dove-color with a white frontlet or a circle around the base of the bill,'
were all D. niqripe« and not the young of the white species; but the white birds described on page
399 could only have been D. immutabilis or D. albatrus" (1'.292).

About 1,000 miles northeast of Oahu, on the Great Circle route to San Francisco, we saw a white
albatross, which I feel reasonably sure was this species (August 25).

Diomedea nigripes. Black-fuotetl Albatross.

Diomedea ni,qripc8 Audubon, Om. Blog., v, 1869,p. 327.

The black-footed albatross is very much less abundant on Laysan than the white species. It
colonizes the sandy beaches on the north, east, and south sides, but is not found, except rarely, on the
west side. It is likewise common on the sedge-covered slope near the beaeh, in the same habitat with
Sula cuanop« On one or two occasions I noted them in the interior with D, immutabilis.

The habits of this bird are very similar to those of Diomede« immutabiliJi. They feed their young
in the same manner, abuse the nestlings of neighbors, and engage in the peculiar performance described
above. Although very docile in expression, their treatment of the young of neighbor birds is not
carried on in a mild or playful mood. Their beaks are very powerful, and when they unmercifully
"wool" the young ones, the process 80nICtilJI('s finishes the victim, for young which appear to have
been misused are frequently seen lying around dead. ,

We saw this species rather seldom engaged in the curious dance, and indeed they impress one as
more matter-of-fact creatures. The only difference which was noted in the ceremony as carried out
by the two species is that nigripes spreads its wings slightly (the metacarpus or "hand" being folded
closed) when it lifts its head to utter its nasal song.

This species was found on Midway and Lisiansky by Henry Palmer. We saw it also at the French
Frigate Shoals, and sparingly on Necker and at Bird Island. None were observed at Bird Island on our
second trip in August. It. is seen at sea much more than D. immutabilis, and it followed our ship almost
continually on the return trip from Laysan, As wanderers these birds were seen in very limited
numbers in Hawaiian waters, that is, about the Windward Islands. All the birds which follow steamers
from California leave when within about 500 miles of Oahu, and on our return trip to California they
joined us about 1,200 miles from San Francisco, and 1,000 from Oahu. All through the night .one can
see them following at a distance, or close at hand, sometimes settling on the water for rest or food.

As is well known, albatrosses are past masters at soaring 01: sailing. If the wind is favorable they
are able to skim over the water for a long time without once flapping their wings. Diomedea nigripeB
is certainly no exception to the general rule, and we had ample opportunity to witness their powers.
The long, slender wings, with long humeral bones, are eminently fitted for this sort of existence, and
their construction renders flapping Iaborious, for ill proportion to its size the albatross is not a very
muscular creature and could not fly a great distance if obliged to do so by wing beats. When a
stiff breeze is blowing albatrosses can sail only against the wind or with it, and are able to quarter
a breeze, or go directly across it only for a short distance and when under great momentum. When
we were steaming directly against the wind the albatrosses had no trouble in following us, and they
would tlyall around the ship without flapping their wings except when the breeze was strong, and
then they were obliged to give a few vigorous heats when turning up into the wind. When, however,
our course lay at an angle to the wind, as shown in the accompanying diagram, they followed us by
sailing in a series of ellipses. They would, in this case, sai! directly against the wind, approaching us
on the starboard quarter, go over the stern a short distance to port, then wheel and scud before the
breeze perhaps 100 yards off t.he starboard quarter, when they turned and approached us as before.
Their speed was so superior to ours that they were able to keep up without any trouble, and their
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frequent trips astern and rapid overhauling again made our cumbersome gait all the more apparent.
Of course as they neared the turning point each time they had to quarter the breeze a little and -for a
moment sail directly across it. Sometimes at A in the diagram they were obliged to flap rather
frantically to keep their equilibrium.

The position in which the wings are held when sailing against or with the wind is quite charac
teristic in either case. When coming against the breeze the carpal segment and primaries are bent
downward, as if to catch the wind, so that the bird appears as in B; but when the bird turns and
goes with the breeze the ends of the wings are bent up, as in D. When sailing against the wind they
often gradually rise, but they are likewise perfectly capable of descending, and when going swiftly
with the wind they not infrequently, in fact usually, make a long swoop downwards and skim over the
water, rising a little as they turn to come to windward. The position of the wings in the two cases
seems to be constant. In the first case they catch more wind, and the fact that the birds generally
rise a little shows that the wings act on the same principle as a kite. On the other hand, when sailing
with the breeze, the position is such as gives less resistance to the wind. The first position (B) is, as
suggested by Dr. Gilbert, one of great muscular rigidity.

-
One is impressed, when watching these birds, with the fact that there is a tremendous amount of

muscular tension brought into play to preserve an equilibrium. \Ve are told that wind is not a
constant movement, but is made up of a series of lulls and gusts following each other. With consum
mate skill, the soaring bird seems forever balancing itself and taking advantage of these little blasts.
When there is very little breeze albatrosses are not able to sail far, and during a dead calm they
progress by a series of flaps and short sails.

The albatrosses frequently settle on the water, and their actions when so doing are very ludicrous.
As they are about to alight Doth feet are sprawled out on either side, and they strike the water with a
splash. The wings are held high over their heads till the birds are safely settled, when they are
folded with extreme care, so as not to become the least wet.

PROCELLARIID£.

Puftl.nus cuneatus. Uasi Kane; Wedge-tailed Shearuxuer.

1'u:tJ!nlt8cltneat'U8 Salvin, Ibis 1888.p. aoa.
The uau kane is an abundant bird 011 Laysan, and far and away the form most familiar to persons

cruising in Hawaiian waters. Although so common on Laysan, -Mr, Schlemmer estimates that in
point of numbers it is second to /E'strelata h!l]Jol/!/wa. The greater number are congregated in a zone
perhaps 50 yards wide around the lagoon, some distance seaward from the bare flood plain mentioned
in the narrative. It is surprising how consistently they keep to this locality, as they are rare elsewhere
on the island. This area is shared with albatrosses, rails, and in places with Sterna tUliata, and over
laps the wide ./fiJstrelatacolonies. The burrows are among tall bushy grass as well as in the open
among matted [uncus and succulent portulaca.
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While we were on the island the birds sat in pairs all day near the entrance to their homes, or if the
sun grew too warm retired a short way into the tunnel, where they kept up an almost constant cooing.

Not infrequently one will observe the shearwaters cleaning out old burrows or in the act of
lengthening them. I saw but one tunnel newly started, so that the number of yearly visitants seems
to keep fairly constant. In digging the birds scratch with bill and feet, and with the same imple
ments shove the loose sand and soil under their bodies, when they kick it in little jets far out, behind.
As they remove the sand they lie first on one side and work a foot and then shift to the other. One
is sometimes startled, while standing quietly among the bushes, by being suddenly beset with little
showers of sand, which on closer inspection are found to originate with some shearwater toiling into
the earth. In their search for nesting sites they do not hesitate to wedge themselves into all sorts of
places, apparently without thought of escape, but we never found any birds actually trapped. The
burrows enter the ground at a slant and then become horizontal. . They are at least 3 feet long and
often very much deeper. Rarely they are only about 2 feet, and these are new, while the longer ones
are the older, having been dug out by successive tenants from year to year. The birds had not yet
begun to lay, and do not till early in June, according to the testimony of Mr. Schlemmer.

Their note varies. When undisturbed they utter a dove-like khoo-wM, which changes to a loud
khoo-ou/ as they grow excited, and finally at the height of their enthusiasm one hears only a yow-owl
or oo-our', quite like the nocturnal serenade of cats. It seems to be a courting song, but is decidedly

=~ .
A comparatively few at this season fly abroad during the day, but after dark they begin to move

about more, and one moonlight night we found them very active and owl-like in their flight. At sea
they are expert fliers, sailing with immovable wings rapidly and readily close over the waves, as well
against as with the wind, and they can go across the breeze much more easily than can the albatross.

We met this species off the French Frigate Shoals, and on Necker found it nesting, but, as on
Laysan, there were no eggs. The birds nest in hollow cavities of the rock, where they sit facing the
wall, and when disturbed coo and yowl in familiar fashion. I suppose the 1taU (oo-owl) of the native
name is in imitation of the cry. No nest proper was found in any of these little caves; only a few twigs,
feathers, and old bones scattered about.

The species was noted at Bird Island, where a number flew aboard, attracted by the glare of deck
lights. Stomachs of these birds contained the hard parts of small cephalopods (squid, octopus, and
the like). It was seen constantly at sea throughout the main Hawaiian group. It is known to breed
on Kauai. a This shearwater ranges west across the north Pacific Ocean to Volcano Island, south of
Japan,b Krusenstern Island, Sulphur Island, Bonin Island.

We kept ~our males and four females of this species. One male from Bird Island and one from
Laysan have the lower parts immaculate, except for a faint smoke gray or brownish gray shading and
barring of feathers on sides and flanks. In all the other specimens (3 males and 3fernales) the deep
brownish gray of the sides of the neck encroach in varying degrees onto the throat and jugulum and
that of the sides and flanks onto the breast and abdomen. In two specimens this shade extends
entirely across the throat, the feathers of the sides of neck being terminally mouse gray, edged with
white, while those of the throat are white with one or two irregular bars of gray. The effect produced
is a delicate vermiculation of the [ugulum and a coarser herring-bone spotting of the throat. The
flanks are dark in these six specimens, and in all there is a greater or less vermiculate barring of
abdomen. A breeding female from Laysan has a very fine, dust-like spotting scattered over nearly
all the abdomen. There is a slight variationin the bills. (Fig. 29.)

Puffinus nativitatis. Christmas Island Shearuxuer.

Pu.fftnusnativitatis Streets, Bull. U. S. Nat. Mus., No.7, 1877,p. 29. ,

The Christmas Island shearwaters were nesting on Laysan at the time of our visit. They are
distributed here and there over the island, usually in the domain of /Estrelata hypoleuca, but not
infrequently we found them among the wedge-tailed shearwaters, and again on low sand bluffs
overlooking the sea. It is entirely probable that the species is much more abundant than they seem
to be, for they are decidedly retiring in their habits, and prefer to lay their single egg under the
densest bushes away from the hot sun. For this reason alone a large proportion would naturally
escape detection.

aStejneger, Proc. U. S. N, M. 1888, p. 93. e salvtn, Cat'. B. B. Mus., XXV, 1896,p. ?71.
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The egg is deposited either directly on the sand under some bush or occasionally in a mere
semblanceof a burrow. This burrow was never sufficient, so far as I could see, to entirely cover the
bird, but seemed an expedient to gain shade in lieu of denser brush. I saw only a comparatively few
of these shallow holes, none of which were more than a foot or 18 inches deep. Frequently this
shearwater is found nesting under colonies of Sula piscotor.

The white egg is usually ovate; an average specimen rather more elongate than the diagram in
Ridgway's Nomenclature of Colors. One specimen in our series of twelve is bluntly elliptical ovate,
and another is nearly oval. An average specimen measures 58 by 40 millimeters. The bird, on going
back to her egg, pushes it under her breast with her beak, and then works the egg backward till it is
entirely covered. (Fig. 41.)

The note or cry is much like that of Pufflnus cuneatus, and is dove-like, rising in volume and pitch
as the bird gathers interest or becomes more excited. When one is close the note resembles khoo
how' - - - ! or khoo-oo-ou/I The first note or two notes are made on the inspiration, the final ow! on
expiration. Both are prolonged, and the final note is cat-like from a distance.

The species is more gentle than Puifinus cuneatus. We did not see the birds flying about much.
They seem to be nocturnal or crepuscular in habits. One bird which I frightened disgorged a squid
and some small silvery fishes.

The bills of two males are larger than those of two females. Our specimens are in fresh plumage,
and the brown feathers of the breast and abdomen are tipped ever so lightly with a paler brown, so
that the contour of the feather ends is seen. 'I'hisvery soon wears off, and in one bird is nearly absent.

We met with this shearwater off the French Frigate Shoals, but saw none on or near Necker.
On our first visit to Bird Island in June it escaped detection, but at the same place in August I saw a
few, so that they undoubtedly breed on the island.

Salvin a gives the distribution of this bird as "Central North Pacific Ocean,from Christmas Island
to Krusenstern Island and the Phoenix Group."

.2Estre1ata hypo1euca. Salvin White-breasted Petrel.

£8trelata hypoleuca Salvin, Ibis, 1888,p. 359.

This petrel is strictly nocturnal on Laysan, which was the only place where we found it. Here
it occurs in great numbers, and is the most abundant species of its family inhabiting the island. The
long burrows in which the birds nest honeycomb the sandy soil over all the region covered by coarse
bushy grass, or from the edge of the plain surrounding the central lagoon to the divide overlooking

. the sea. In walking over the island one constantly breaks through the roofs of, these tunnels, which
makes progression tedious at times, especially if one is in haste. The burrows are quite long, 6 feet at
least, and usually turn either to the right or to the left after the first few feet. They are placed very
close together, so that nearly all available space in the area indicated seems occupied.

When we visited the island many young in incomplete juvenal dress had crawled out to seek
shelter under a tuft of grass, as shown in fig. 80. These young had assumed the juvenal plumage
on the breast; abdomen, back, top' of head, wings, and tail, but the remiges, rectrices, sides of head,
nape, forehead, throat, and jugulum were still downy, and the lower abdomen in most birds still
retained a big tuft of pure white down. The down of the upper parts is light gray, including all the
head and sides of neck.

According to Mr. Schlemmer the eggs are laid about the Ist of January, but the birds arrive in
vast numbers months before. Dr. Schauinsland thus graphically describes the invasion:

"I remember most vividly the evening of the 17th of August, 1896. It was less noisy on the
island than before, for the clamorous terns had reared their young, and thousands of albatrosses had
left their ancestral home for the boundless ocean, which would in future be their dwelling-place. We
were just leaving the little hill from where we had been looking for the sail which should take us back
again to civilized countries. The golden glow of the sunset was fading away, and the slender sickle
of the new moon began to shine, when our eyes, which had become well acquainted with everyone
of the characteristic motions of our feathered companions of the island from week-long observations,
were struck by a new phenomenon. Against the dissolving evening glow was sharply traced the
silhouette of a magnificent flier, which cut through the air with the keenest and at the same time
most graceful movements, inaudible and almost without movement of its wings. The manner in which
it dashed along was unknown to us, and we saw that a new arrival had reached our island.

a Cat. B. B. Mus., xxv, 1896,p, 890.
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"The next morning there were more, and on the third thousands filled the air. The new guests
were pretty birds, barely of the size of a domestic pigeon, but they began to domineer all over the
island in such a way that the few pairs of tropic birds, terns, and others which were still breeding
made way before them, as if they could not stand these noisy neighbors. They are, on land, entirely
nocturnal, and at once took possession of their innumerable subterranean burrows. In the bright
moonshine one could see how they were busily engaged in removing the loose sand from holes, most
of which had more or less collapsed since they had left them. Loving couples selected their nests and
fought hard for them against later intruders. Quarrels, fights, and clamor became unceasing; in a few
days there was no spot with sandy soil where the horrid 'song' of these petrels could not be heard.
Under every bush, between our luggage and cases, and, alas, also under our bedroom, their tune was
raised, which stood about in the middle between that which 'drives men to madness' and the cries
of newborn babies, which are only harmonious to their devoted parents. The face of the island was
entirely changed!" a

Little could be learned of the habits of this petrel during our brief stay. We saw them come out
of their burrows singly and in pairs after nightfall, and there were great numbers flying about. As we
walked through the tall grass they frequently rose silently and flew a short distance to settle down
soon. Many were evidently bound for the sea to feed. Their note resembles somewhat that of Puffinus
cuneat-us, and rises from a low moaning to an infant-like cry, as Dr. Schauinsland aptly describes it.

This petrel ranges over the North Pacific Ocean. b

Bulweria bulweri. c Bulwer Petrel.

Procellaria bulweri Jardin & Selby, Illustr, Orn., 1828, pl. 63.

We found the Bulwer petrel breeding on Necker Island in considerable numbers. Here the
birds nest in rather deep, bubble-like holes in the rocks, as far from the light as possible. We found
the first bird by discovering a white egg under a loose, flat rock back in a cavity. When the stone
was lifted the petrel was under the far side. The favorite site, however, is a hole about 2 feet deep,
with a narrow entrance, and wider cavity at the rear. These are probably bubbles in the lava. The
nest, scarcely worthy of the name, consists of a few old tern feathers gathered rudely around the egg,
as if merely to hold it in place. Sometimes there is no trace of a nest, and again I found a few wing
bones of a tern, as though these had been used in place of sticks. We found many nests, each with
one egg, or occasionally the birds had not yet begun to lay. Once we found a set of two eggs. They
are a glossless pure white and differ much in shape, no two in the collection of nine being alike.
Ovate is the most prevalent type, more or less acute, varying to elliptical ovate and short ovate.
One egg is nearly elliptical. An ovate specimen measures 44 by 30 millimeters, another 41 by 31.
An almost elliptical egg is 45 by 30.

The Bulwer petrel is quite gentle, and when first disturbed utters a penetrating but low moan
somethlng like who! who! dove-like in quality, but decidedly different from the oO-OW' of the uau kane
(Pu,tfin'U8 cuneatus). On several nests we found two birds sitting side by side.

Henry Palmer found this species on French Frigate Shoals, where it was nesting under a pile of
old turtle shells. He also met with it on Laysan, where we did not detect any during our stay.

a Drel Monate auf einer Korallenlnsel, p. 49. Extract transl. In Avifauna of Laysan, p. lI04.
bCat. B. B. Mus., xxv, 1896, p. 409.
cAs Rothschild In "Avifauna of Laysan," part 3,1900, uses the name Buluieria anjinho, and Wilson and Evans do the

same In "Aves Hawallenses." 1899, I wrote to Dr. Leonhard Stejneger and Dr. C. W. Richmond for Information on this
point. Dr. Stejneger writes: "In reply to your inquiry respecting Bulweria buhocri or B. anjinho, I am able to state that
the former is the only correct name. Dr. Richmond, who kindly looked the case up for me, as he has easier access to the
books, Informs me that not only was JJ. alliin/LOpublished a year later than B. buhoeri, but that the diagnosis of the former
Is so defective that It Is doubtful If it really refers to the bird in question, Inasmuch as the tail is said to be 'slightly
forked,' while in B. buluieri it Is graduated or wedge-shaped. The latter name (bltlweri) dates from 182R, the former from
October, 1829."

Dr. Richmond writes as follows regarding the date of Jardine & Selby's" Illustrations of Ornithology": ".Jardine
& Selby's' Illustrations of Ornithology' was issued in several parts, and until a few years ago the dates of the different
parts were guessed at. In the Ibis for 1894you wlllllnd a note by Sherborn giving the dates of the different Installments
of the work, and plate 65 (Proeellaria bnlweri) comes In part 4. which was issued in November, 18118."

I might add that Mr. Sherborn's references to the second series were all wide of the mark, which probably accounts
for the persistent publtcatton of 1830as the date of Procellaria buluieri, Dr. Richmond, who had previously worked out the
dates for this work, sent a note of correction to Mr. Sherborn, who revised the dates of the second series In answer to
Dr. Richmond's "Inquiries" (sic)-a delicate way of acknowledging the mistake.
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No. Sex.

43 cJ'lm.
168 'i'lm.

At Bird Island the petrels were abundant. They flew aboard, attracted by deck lights. These
birds had been feeding on fish eggs? and ctenophores or comb-jelly. During the day many were seen
skimming rapidly oyer the water.

This species ranges over the temperate North Atlantic and temperate North Pacific oceans
(Salvin).

Oceanodroma fuliginosa. Sooty Petrel.

Procellaria juligino8a GmeIln, Syst, Nat., I. 1788. p. 562.

Under this name I include two petrels, one of which was obtained on Laysan and the other at
Bird Island. The Laysan bird was found hurt or sickly near the lagoon, where I saw upward of a
dozen dead and dried-up individuals. The Bird Island specimen flew aboard, attracted by deck
lights. Both birds are immature, retaining II trace of the down. They agree essentially in respect to
size and color with the description by Mr. Ridgway, published in the Catalogue of Birds of the British
Museum, with the exception that the wings are shorter, which is accounted for by the immaturity of
the specimens. The bird from Layssn has remarkably short wings.

The following are the measurements of the two specimens in millimeters:

Locality.-;at~~-IWlng·.r~:ll:· or¥~h ~~~. R~s'tt~lffr~~~ ;~:"

::k":~·~.::::::::::::::::::::::1~~;,-;:I-i~J: l!:. -i:""~~"-_ II

On Laysan, according to Mr. Schlemmer, this species breeds in February, and nests in burrows
under scattered bowlders of old coral rock on the southwest side of the island. There was a small
colony of Puffinu» cuneotu« in this place when we visited the island, so that the same burrows are
occupied during the year by two species.

The sooty petrel may be said to be hardly common.

PHAETHONTID£.

Phatithon rubricauda. Red-tailed Tropic Bird.

Phaeton rubricauda Boddaert, Tab!. P!. En!., 1788, p. 57.

The red-tailed tropic bird is fairly common 011 Laysan, where it nests under the shelter of bushes
and not infrequently several will congregate beneath colonies of Freqaia aquila, occupying the ground
floor a~ it were. The bird has a vicious temper, and if one attempts to disturb or to take it from the
egg, it sets up a horrible and discordant screaming, which soon grows unbearable. The sharp beak
with serrated edges is not to be despised and the enraged bird will sometimes use it to good advantage.
The bow's'n birds keep up their strident cries so long as one meddles with them, but if left undis
turbed will soon quiet down. Whenever we inadvertently passed near one hidden under a cheno
podium bush, we soon became aware of its presence by its cry of defiance. (Figs. 31, 32.)

To see these birds at their best one must watch them flying about in the bright sunshine, when
their pale, salmon-pink plumage shines as though burnished, and the satiny feathers stand out like
scales. The two long, red tail-feathers are possessed by both sexes, and the female is only II trifle less
pink than the male. Usually when flying about they were quiet, and progressed by short, nervous
wing-beats, never attempting to sail. Occasionally, however, they swooped about our heads and made
the neighborhood lively.

The nest is merely a hollow in the sand, with a few grass straws and leaves gathered in the
bottom. The single egg is brooded by both parents, each of which sits upon it with the wings slightly
opened. The egg is particularly handsome, being thickly sprinkled with specks, spots, and even
blotches of reddish brown (liver brown), in most of the specimens rather evenly distributed over the
egg, but with an irregular dark area at the larger pole in some specimens. The ground color is a
dirty white, almost obscured by the fine marks. Some examples have few spots, only fine sprinkling,
so that the general tone of the egg at a distance is vinaceous, One specimen is almost white, while
two others are very heavily washed at the blunt end with deep reddish chocolate, The eggs are ovate,
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and a typical specimen measures 67 by 4ii mil Ii meters, We found one white, downy nestling, and
most of the eggs were considerably incubated.

We saw only one red-tailed bow's'n bird near the French Frigate Shoals, but on Necker they
were rather common. Contrary to the very pronounced nesting habits on Laysan, the species here
has accommodated itself to the rocks and lays its egg in any rounded cavity. One nest I examined
consisted of old torn feathers, a few stray sticks, and similar rubbish. The birds sat facing the wall,
and were as noisy as usual when disturbed.

The species is scarce at Bird Island, where it was observed in August.
Among the windward islands of the group, that is from Niihau and Kauai to Hawaii, we did

not observe this species, although Phaetlum lepturus was frequently seen. Mr. Wilson in "Aves
Hawaiienses " states that "it breeds in several places in the group, especially on Kauai and Niihau,
and chooses holes in almost inaccessible cliffs wherein to deposit its eggs."

SULID£.

Bula Cyanop8. Blue-faced Booby.

!Jysporu8 euanop« Sundev., Physlogr. Siillek. Tldskr., 1837, p. 218, tab. 5.

On Laysan the masked, or blue-faced booby Jives only on the sedgy slope facing the ocean,
exposed to spray-laden winds and close to the booming surf. On the inner slopes of the island the
species is entirely absent, being replaced by its somewhat smaller congener Sula pisouor. We found
cyanops most plentiful on the northeast, east, and southern exposures, where the narrow littoral slope
is broadest, but on the west side, where a little bluff replaces the seaward slope, the birds are absent,
The homes of these boobies are. not crowded, but are scattered here and there over the greensward
and from a distance are easily recognized by a little round patch of sand and the sentinel bird. Two
limy, white eggs are laid on the bare sand, with usually no semblance of a nest, or occasionally there
may be a little dried sedge scratched about the eggs or young. As is well known the eggs are a light
blue underneath, and the coarse limy coating covers this to a greater or less extent. Sometimes the
blue shows through, or is revealed by scratches made when the outer layer is soft. All the eggs we
saw were very untidy. There is, of course, variation in size and shape, some ejZgs being ovate, and
others elongate oval or short fusiform.

We found young and eggs in about equal numbers, and most of the eggs were far advanced in
incubation. The young varied from about a week old down to newly hatched individuals. It is a
curious fact that although there are two eggs, only one young is reared. Often all signs of the second
egg were removed, as if the young had hatched and had been devoured by a parent or some marauding
Fregala. But more frequently there would be one nestling and one egg. Sometimes this egg was
spoiled, sometimes contained an embryo. In one case I found two newly hatched young, one of
which had already been trampled to death. Professor Nutting saw one large nestling and one small,
still alive, but I doubt if it lived long. The presence of only one young bird has been noted in the
eastern Pacific at Clipperton Island by R. H. Beck,« and Rothschild b mentions the same fact for
Laysan. The voracity of the bird first hatched is probably responsible for the death of the second.

The young bird nearly always keeps its head under the parent, although the greater part of its
body may be exposed to the sun. Both old birds take turns in sitting on the eggs or watching the
nestling. Occasionally both will be seen standing guard together, in an absurd statuesque pose, or
gazing seaward or at the sky on the lookout for winged marauders. From time to time they utter a
very hoarse strident cry. (Figs. 33,34,36.)

We derived no little pleasure on the first afternoon of our visit from watching an old bird feed the
young. The young one inserts its head fairly into the throat of the parent, in a decidedly gruesome
manner, and catches the disgorged food. In fact, the young one's head went so far into the parent's
throat that I became solicitous for its safety. Flying-fish, swallowed whole, seem to be their favorite
food, judging by remains scattered about nests and a stomach examined. (Fig. 35.)

When the old birds exchange places, one slips off the nestling and the other immediately takes
its place, as if fearing an attack from a frigate bird. The boobies appear to exhibit affection for their
young. I have seen them gazing at the fuzzy-white ball with evident pride in their otherwise stolid

a Condor, IV, 190'2, p.O!. b Avifauna of Laysan, p. 26.
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countenances, and on one occasion saw an old bird carefully lay dry sedge over the exposed, and not
too heavily feathered, hind parts of the young.

This species was commonly seen about the French Frigate Sho!hs, where Henry Palmer found a
large colony in 1891. It is also rather abundant on Necker, nesting among the bushes on the top of
the island, and also out on the bare rocks. They chose often a jutting crag, where they could obtain
a good prospect of the surrounding island and sea. The few" nests" examined had young somewhat
larger than the Laysan birds. The species is likewise common on Bird Island, where we saw numbers
of individuals the first of June, and again in early August. On our last trip numerous birds in [uvenal
plumage fiew near the ship.

Sula piaeator. Red-footed Booby.

Pelecamus piseaior Linn., Syst. Nat., ed, 10, I, 1758, p. 134.

Unlike its relative, the masked gannet, this species always builds in bushes, never on the ground.
At Laysan it is found in colonies of scattered individuals on the inner slopes of the island, usually well
down toward the lagoon. The nest is simple, scarcely more than a slightly hollowed platform
composed of twigs and sticks of chenopodium, on the tops of which the structure is usuallyplaced.
In the newer nests a few leaves are scattered under the egg. These leaves were a rude index to the
age of the egg, for when dry and crisp the bird had been sitting some time, but when fresh, as was
frequently the case, the egg was only newly laid.

Both male and female sit on the egg, and occasionally one is seen perched on the side of the nest
while the other is brooding. The birds are rather loath to leave their egg, and when disturbed ruffle
their feathers and utter a very harsh cry, making use of their beaks if occasion offers. They are
singularly beautiful birds despite. their vicious yellow eyes, as the white plumage is set off by bright
blue skin about the bill, and by coral-red feet. (Figs. 37,38.)

The species eats squid and also fish.
Most of the nests contained a single white egg, and we saw only one or two downy white young

recently hatched. The eggs, like those of Sula cyanop8, are covered with a thick limy coating, which,
scratched off in numerous placet', shows the pale blue under shell. The eggs vary in size and shape,
being cylindrical ovate, elliptical ovate, short ovate, and ovate, with all gradations between these
contours. The dimensions vary from 71 by 40 millimeters to 59 by 43, and 69 by 35 to 60 by 39.
Elliptical ovate is the most prevalent type, measuring 65 by 42 millimeters. A very small egg
(53 by 34) contained no yolk.

The species is not uncommon about the French Frigate Shoals, where an immature bird foolishly
lit on the bow of our steamer and subsequently found its way to the laboratory. It was in the
immature plumage still. We saw numerous birds on Laysan corresponding to this specimen.
Whereas the adult is pure white, except the dark grayish-brown quills and greater wing coverts, this
immature bird, in much-worn plumage, has the head and neck hair brown, the feathers edged with
whitish; throat the same; jugulum white; a sepia band across breast; abdomen white; back deep
bister, the feathers edged with wood brown; wing coverts and tertials sepia edged with light brown;
rectrices same, tipped with white; remlges brownish black. The immature individuals must belong
to a late brood of the previous year.

On Necker we found the red-footed booby abundant. It nests on the top of the island in chenopo-
dium bushes and has the same habits as on Laysan. Young and e~ were common. .

The species is likewise plentiful at Bird Island. From the ship we were able to see the birds sitting
on their nests in the tops of bushes. In the" Avifauna of Laysan" a plate is given of a red-Iooted >

booby nesting in a palm, labeled" Laysan;" and subsequently corrected to" Lehua." Lehua is a little
island off the north end of Niihau, which is as bare as a steep volcanic cone can possibly be, so that the
palm does not belong there. The picture may possibly have been taken on Bird Island, where there
are two little bunches of palms i Pritchardia gaudichaudi). When we returned to Bird Island in August
(5th and 6th) 1 did not see any adults of this species, to be certain; but noted several immature birds.

Bula. Bula.. Booby.

Pelecamu 8ula Linn., Syst. Nat., ed. 12. I, 1766. p. 218.

This booby was not seen on Laysan, although I looked for it assiduously. It hal! been reported
from there bv Dr. Schauinsland, who procured a specimen August 29, 1896. The bird certainly does
not breed on-this island, or at least not regularly, for we could not have missed it.
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At French Frigate Shoals we saw a number of them, and on Necker Island the species breeds but
is not at all abundant. The two eggs are laid on a level place, where there happens to be a little soil,
upon a shelf of the rock. \Vlalso found rather large young in white down, and all intergradations
between these and the egg. Frequently both birds sit by the nest, and they did not appear particu
larly suspicious. As in the case of Sula cyanop8, only one young appears to be reared, although two
eggs are laid. Of those eggs collected one of a set was fresh and the other much incubated. The eggs
are either ovate or elliptical ovate and an average specimen measures 58 by 40 millimeters.

Sula sula breeds on Bird Island, and prefers the brink of the escarpment of rock on the south
side. In August we saw numbers of young birds, wholly brown.

FREGATID£.

Fregata aquila. Man-o' -war Bird.

PeteeanU8 aquil/tB Lirm., Syst. Nat., ed. 10, r, 1751', p. 133.

The man-o/-war bird proved scarcely less entertaining than the albatrosses. 'I'he curious and
excessively bizarre appearance of the male at this season of the year compels attention. His antics
are as extraordinary as his looks, and when engrossed in the task of making himself attraetive his
self-absorption and apparent vanity are highly diverting. During the courting period the gular pouch
of the male is enlarged, and before the brooding cares have begun he inflates it to a large size, and at
the same time it becomes a bright red color. The bird looks as if there were a balloon, such as children
dangle on a string, fastened to its throat.

The pouch is apparently a large air-sac, connected only indirectly with the lungs, which can not
be emptied readily nor inflated instantly. It varies in the intensity of its carmine or crimson, and
catching on its 'Surface the sheen of the sky, shows at times bluish hues, or, becoming somewhat
collapsed, turns a translucent orange about the sides. It is no uncommon occurrence to see a male bird
sitting on the nest with the Hac blown out, obscuring the whole front of the creature, only the bill and
eyes appearing OVer the top. For hours he Hits on a newly-made nest without once leaving or scarcely
altering this position. But if the female appears somewhere overhead, sailing to and fro, he suddenly
arouses himself from the lethargy, and as she passes he rises partially from a sitting posture, throws
back his head, spreads his wings, and protruding the brilliant pouch, shakes his head from side to
side, uttering a hoarse cackle. Occasionally, when the female alights near, he waves his pouch from
side to side, the head being thrown well back and the wings partially spread. At the same time
the long, greenish, iridescent, scapular feathers are fluffed up and the creature presents a most unusual
and absurd appearance. In this posture he chuckles again and again, and rubs his pouch against his
mate, who usually ignores him completely and flies away. These performances take place before the
egg is laid; afterwards, the male ceases to inflate his sac. (Figs. 39, 40.)

At Laysan the birds live in colonies varying from a few pairs to many, and the nests are always
built on the tops of low bushes, sometimes very close together. The species has congregated almost
entirely on the eastern half of the island, and their villages are spread over the inner slope of the old
atoll basin. The nests, which are sometimes so old that they have become mere masses of filth, are
scarcely more than platforms of stieks, not entirely devoid of leaves, woven together loosely with
morning-glory i Tponuea insularis'; vines. There is one pure white glossless egg, and we observed a
very few newly hatched, almost naked, young. The eggs do not vary nearly so much as those of
Sula, either in size or shape. A rather blunt ovate is the usual contour, though some are elliptical
ovate and others approach short ovate. A fairly average specimen measures 72 by 1)0 milli;netel'!'.
In some of the eggs the limy outer coating is made apparent by the egg having been scratched when
newly laid; but the inner layer is white, not pale blue as in Sula.

Both parents take turns in covering the egg, which is a necessity, for if the nest were left without
an occupant other frigate birds would quickly appropriate its material, especially if the nest were new.
Consequently, even before the egg is laid, either bird holds down the property, as it were, against
marauding neighbors. After the nestling is out this vigilance is all the more necessary, for if left
unprotected a young bird would very likely serve as food for some watchful reprobate of the vicinity,
Mr. Snyder saw an old frigate bird snatch up and flyaway with a young of the same species, whose
parent had been frightened off the nest. According to Henry Palmer" who visited the island a few

a Avlfauna of Laysan, V. x.
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weeks later in IH91, this i~ a very common occurrence, but the young were so scarce we considered the
accidental demonstration mentioned above as sufflcient evidence of the heartless trait. It is probable
that the man-o'-war birds eat the young of other species also, but we did not observe anything to
substantiate this. The fact that they chase other sea birds, gannets for instance, and make them dis
gorge their hard-earned prey i~ well known, but I was not fortunate enough to see them do this. One
bird which 1 frightened excessively disgorged over the side of its nest a mass of squids. which are
the staple of diet among all larger sea birds, Sula cyanuJ!'~ perhaps excepted.

When roused from the nest the birds have some difficulty in rising, especially the males with
swollen throats, and will sprawl over the bushes in a very awkward manner. But once-awing they
are perfectly at home and sail off with ease, tlie cardinal" balloon" of the males swaying from side to
side. Their appearance, as they soar aloft with this impedimentum, can be more readily imagined
than described. I suppose there is a temptation with everyone who has observed man-o'-war birds

. on the wing to wax eloquent. But certainly in this art of soaring they are deserving of any meed of
praise which we may bestow. To maintain any continuous sailing the albatrosses need a fresh breeze,
and they always move with considerable rapidity. Not so with the frigate birds, however: on com
paratively calm days they are able to rest on motionless wing or slowly to describe circles high in air.
Some wind or motion of air is of course always necessary, but they seem to be able to do with a mini
mum amount. They frequently rise so high that one can scarcely detect them against the shimmering
blue of the tropical sky. Suddenly some individual aloft takes a notion to descend, and promptly
does so by a series of long leaps or swoops that make one fairly dizzy. It is a pleasant occupation to
watch them soaring about the mastheads, when the peculiarly short "arm" and "forearm" and
disproportionately long quills are seen to advantage; and their deeply forked tails, likewise, which
help to keep them balanced, and which open and shut occasionally like a pair of shears, Their feet
are small and their legs weak, so that although still totipalmate they never alight on the water, but
pick up floating bits of food as they swoop down in a broad parabolic curve. They can judge distance
so accurately that no disturl ance is created when the object is seized.

On Laysan this good judgment was made use of when the birds drank from a small pond. They
tlew back and forth, about 20.feet above the water, then suddenly darted downward in a long curve,
and when directly over the surface, like a flash bent the head down, dropped the lower mandible,
and scooped up a little water. I observed some with distended pouches performing in this way, and
each time they came down the sac would plow a little wake.

We found inan-o' -war birds at French Frigate Shoals in considerable abundance, and on a tall rock
south of the shoals proper they were particularly plentiful. Also on Necker we encountered them, nest
ing mainly on bushes scattered over the summit, where there were large colonies. A few had nests on
the rocks, generally on jutting crags. Mr. Snyder photographed a female sitting bolt upright with
her wings spread out and tail bent back for a rest, apparently sunning herself. While we lay at anchor
off the south Mille of the rock a flock of immature white-headed, brown-breasted birds sailed leisurely
hack and forth about the mastheads, inspecting the flapping pennant, which they occasionally tried to
seize. I here saw a bird carrying a splinter of wood in an aimless way, as if uncertain of its utility,
yet unwilling to release it. The stomach of one of these birds contained a flying-fish.

At Bird Island the species is abundant, nesting on bushes over the steep south slope of the moun
tain. On our second visit, early in August, they were still to he seen in considerable numbers.

ANATIDiE.

Anas laysanensis. La.!I.~a/I Teal.

.1'''tHl''!lHltnen.i. Rothschild, Hull. Hrit. Om. Club, No, IV, 189:1, p, XVlI.

It is surprising that an islet scarcely :J miles in its longest dimension should harbor a peculiar
species of the genus AltaH. The birds themselves are scarcely less peculiar than their distribution.
Most of 118 picture ducks as among the wariest of wild Cowl, but the Laysan teal, though not exactly
tame, are at any rate quite unsophisticated. These birds congregate in greatest numbers about a little
rush-bordered fresh-water pond, mentioned in the narrative. Here we could find them at any time,
standing usually on a little pile of rocks near the center. When disturbed near sbore'they quietly
swam out to their rock and sunned themselves by the hour. We saw the (lucks also 011 other parts of

F. C:B.I90a, Pt. a~q
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the island. Near the habitations there was a pair which probably had a nest in the vicinity. One of
these used to come up to the house after nightfall and walk about like a barnyard fowl. Mr. Schlem
mer said it was searching for millers.

The stomach of a male collected near the pond was gorged with small flies resembling the com
ilion housefly. Although these ducks can fly perfectly well they ordinarily did not take wing until
approached within a few rods, and then never went far. They much prefer to walk, and we used to
see them strolling about in pairs, or even threes. In this way they pick up their food as they go along.
We never saw any teal near the ocean, and it i8 probable they never swim in salt water.

We were fortunate enough to discover one nest within a couple of rods of the pond, placed under
a thick ehenopodium bush. Six eggs of the palest green rested in a shallow bowl, formed of long dry
[uncus stems. The hollow was a little over 5 inches in diameter. As I wished, if possible, to secure
a picture of the female, I photographed 'the eggs and left them till the following morning. When I
returned to the nest, however, three of the eggs had hatched, one young was half out, another egg
picked, and only the sixth remained whole. In shape the egg is a blunt ovate and measures 55 by 38
millimeters. Two days later (May 21) Mr. Snyder saw three old birds with broods, one of which
took to the pond. I also saw a young one swimming about, the mother being hidden somewhere in
the tangle of grasses. (Figs. 47, 48.)

The Laysan teal is, of all the birds on the island, the one most likely to be exterminated when the
present favorable regime comes to an end. There are probably less than a hundred of this species
now living. I shall not presume to say what keeps their numbers so in check, but it may be Freqata
nqnila, Cats running wild over the island would soon finish them, and the mongoose would do the
same.

RALLID£,

Porzanula palmeri. Laysan Rail.

Porzanula palmeri Frowhawk, Annals afid Mag, Nat. Hist. IX, 1892, p. 247.

The Laysan rail i8 a wide-awake, inquisitive little creature, with an insatiable thirst for first-hand
knowledge. It is one of the most naive, unsophisticated, and wholly unsuspicious birds in the whole
avian catalogue. At times it is confiding and familiar in deportment, yet at others holds aloof with some
show of reserve. It will occasionally hide behind a bunch of grass, as if afraid, and then suddenly
come forth with entire change of demeanor and examine the intruder with critical eye. One can never
tell just how he will be received by the next rail. Often they scurry away, as if pursued by a bete noir,
but an insect will stop them in their mad career, and, having partaken of the interruption, they seem
to forget their former fright and walk about stretching their necks in a highly inquisitive manner. It
is evident that they are incapable of pursuing a train of thought for more than an instant. Their ideas
seem to flash by in kaleidoscopic succession and within a minute they make as many false starts as a
healthy monkey. One can scarcely imagine more amusing and foolish little birds than these.

The rails are everywhere on Laysan in great numbers. Nearly every bunch of grass seemed to
harbor a pair. They probably have no enemies of any importance, and the only check to their
increase is space and food supply. A man-o-war bird may pick one up now and then, bnt I did not
observe this. Yet the rails like to slink about in the shade of grass tussocks, or bushes, much in the
same way that a chipmunk seeks the shadow of a log in preference to crossing a bright, sunny space.
This trait suggested the idea that they might have winged enemies. However, if business calls, the
crakes exhibit no reluctance to come out into the sunlight, especially after food, and perhaps it is the
hot sun that causes them to retire to cooler byways.

The best time to observe the rail ill during the morning or evening hours. Even at noon there
are a great many abroad and they are only comparatively less abundant. They spend the greater part
of their time creeping mouse-like in and out of nooks and crannies, as if trying to satisfy their genius
for exploration. Old petrel burrows fallen in, low-bending bushes, and grass tufts are searched with
care and precision in this unending quest. As they walk 'their heads are thrust forward from side to
side, the very acme of inquisitive interest. If I stretched out on the ground with my head under a
bush, and viewed the landscape from the rail's point of view, in a very short time one would appear
and fix its bright red eyes on me, as if doubtful of the propriety of pursuing acquaintance. They used
sometimes to come up and peer at my shoes, with one foot poised in air like a barnyard fowl.
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Scarcely a thing escapes their notice. The smallest spider or beetle is snapped up with as much
avidity as a more oonspicuous seed. We caught all our specimens with an ordinary dip net. Usually
it was merely necessary to place the net on the ground edgewise, when presently a rail would make its
appearance and proceed to examine the new phenomenon at close range. Sometimes they would fairly
walk into the net.

In strolling through the brush we could hear them calling on all sides. Their" song" is a
plaintive, high-keyed little rattle, which resembles remotely an alarm clock with a muffled bell or
pebbles ricocheting on a glass roof.« I have seen them standing under bushes in the shade rattling
away in this manner with swollen throats and bills slightly opened. I once saw two approach each
other with feathers erect, and when close together begin rattling in each other's face. Then they
suddenly ceased and slunk away in opposite directions. At the house the little rails walked about the
piazza in search of food, with far less fear than the chickens, and while Mr. Snyder and I were pre
paring sp-cimens it, was no uncommon event to have a rail under our chairs in unobtrusive search for
fallen bits of meat. They took no notice of the shearwaters and albatrosses. I observed two in a
lively serpentine chase about a young albatross's legs,. the big creature appearing like an uncouth
mammoth above the trim little rails. .

They do not seem to exhibit any desire to fly, probably having learned from experience that their
wings are no longer to be relied upon. I have only seen them spread their wings when hopping up
to a perch or when running fast" and then they made no attempt to rise off the ground. Their food
consists of small insects, seeds, green material, and eggs. Their beaks are weak, ann I doubt if they
can break any seabirds' eggs, except the thinner shelled ones of the terns. I did not myself see the
rail actually puncture an egg, but in the "Avifauna of Laysan," the following note from Henry
Palmer's diary is of interest. " While out this morning both my assistant and I saw a little rail break
and eat an egg. We had disturbed from its nest a noddy (Anous). Immediately the rail ran up and
began to strike at the egg shell with its bill, but the egg being large and hard he was quite a long time
before making a hole. The rail would jump high into the air, and come down with all its force on
the egg, until it accomplished the task, which once done the egg was soon emptied. By this time the
tern carne back and gave chase, but in vain." (Pt. I, p. x.)

Mr. Snyder soon found that he had only to break a tern's egg and place it in the open, when a
rail would appear and begin to eat it. In this way it was not difficult to secure good photographs.
Porzanulas lurk about 'the outskirts of tern settlements all the time, and I had once to frighten one
from a tropic bird's nest while attempting to photograph the egg. I also saw a rail ruffle its feathers
and rush at three telespizas, driving them from a Sterna egg on which they were feeding. The rail then
set to and finished the repast, dragging the embryo about in a vain attempt to swallow it. With such
habits, it is difficult to see how these creatures can ever seriously be at a loss to find food. (Fig. 45. )

We found the rails' nests in two different situations, which, however, were fundamentally alike.
Among the tangled and. matted [uncus, not far from the lagoon, the nests were very abundant. One
had only to walk along and watch where the rails ran out from between the stems, when the nest
could be easily found. It is placed on the ground at the eud of a tunnel or run way, about 5 or 6
inches long, hollowed out of dried [uncus leaves, and is a roundish cavity lined above and on all sides,
except the little entrance way, with soft dried stems. The eggs are deposited in a little bowl-shaped
hollow, about four inches in diameter. We found several sets of threes and a few of twos. The eggs
are large in proportion to the bird, a typical specimen measuring 31 hy 2Imm. They do not vary more
than a millimeter from this size, Occasionally one it'! slightly longer and wider. In contour they are
bluntly ovate or elliptical ovate, (Figs. 46, 52.)

The ground color is a pale olive buff, closely spotted with pale day color or raw sienna, and faint
lilac gray. The maculations are distributed fairly evenly over the egg, hut in some spocimens seem
more crowded at the broader end. The clay color. is brightest and seems to predominate. The speci
mens vary in the relative closeness and size of the spottings, the flecks being larger and more scattered
in a few examples. None of our specimens present the creamy huff ground-color mentioned by Roths
child, or figured in his" Avifauna of Laysan." Ours are distinctly greenish. One egg in the collection
instead of being smooth IS decidedly rough all over, and the spots are crowded to the larger end, being
made indistinct by a final layer of lime.

o T'he latter comparison is made by Mr. ~'rowhawk. Annals and Mag. Nat. Hist.. IX, p.148.
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The rails also build their nests near the ground in big grass tussocks. In this position the nest is
usually more pretentious, being hollowed out of a mass of dried grass, sterns, and leaves, and is lined
with finer shredded stems, mixed with a small amount of down from young albatrosses. Such nests are
conunonest along the border of the bushy grass area near the lagoon. Whenever visited, the few nests
always containe(l old birds. As the greater part of the rails collected were males, it is probable that
the females were keeping rather close to home. \Ve found no young, and all the eggs collected were
fresh~ The young apparently begin to hatch about the middle of June.

The following episode illustrates very forcibly the fearlessness of these rails. While photographing
a nest I propped back the mass M [uncus stems which obscured it. The camera was only 2 feet away,
and during the adjusting of apparatus the rail crept onto the nest and energetically began to cover
herself with the soft lining. After photographing her several times, I lifted her off, but almost at
once she slipped back again and settled down contentedly. Then with the dark cloth I persuaded
her to retire to the tall grass near at hand. 1 hastened back to the camera, but on turning perceived
my rail skipping across the flattened [uncus in hot pursuit, and I was able to make only a hasty
inspection of the ground glass before she had settled on the nest again. (Fig. 44.)

Porzauulu palmeri is peculiar to Laysan. Its appearance strongly suggests a pale brownish Porztuut
jamaicensi». It is highly probable that the Laysan bird originated from some form closely allied to
jamaicensis, if not from the identical species. Pennula, of the island of Hawaii, presumably had a
similar origin from accidental migrants.

Though provided with wings, the Laysan bird has lost the power of tlight, because its change of
habits and the proximity of food in the colonized island have made the use of wings no longer
necessary. Why the original migrants never left the island, as the golden plovers do now, is difficult
to conjecture, unless, driven on by the strong northeast trades, they were so completely worn out and
lost that they never eared to abandon the welcome land. This suggests that the original colonists may
have been immature birds which joined flocks of more 01' less regular migrants to the Hawaiian group.

We brought away 16 speciml'ns-IO males and (l females. These present no marked variation,
with the exception of one female, which is remarkably paler than the other specimens, besides
possessing a stouter bill and larger legs and feet. In the ordinary birds the top of head, back, scapulars,
sides, and flanks are sandy brown, marked on head and back with very dark-brown lanceolate shaft
streaks. The outer edges of the feathers of the back and flanks are also sparsely streaked with white.
The wings are the same eolor as baek, except that the shaft. streaks are lighter or almost wanting.
The lower surface, sides of head, and a line over each eye are slaty gray, rather deep in the less worn
specimens, and occasionally brownish ahout tbe breast from an infusion from the sides of neek. The
abnormal specimen has the ground color of the top of head, back, etc., a cream buff, very pale on tho
wings. The streaks are represented by illy defined and uneven spots of light wood or brocolli brown,
which are darker and more definite on the head. The under parts are conspicuously paler than those of
the normal bird and the bill and feet are paler. This specimen was taken by Prof. C. C. Nutting, and
was the only unusual individual noted, although we must have seen many hundred birds at close range.
The size of an average rail is: length about 150 mm.; wing, 54; tail, 24; culmen, 19; middle toe, 34.

It. is of the utmost importance that neither the mongoose, eat, or pig ever he taken to Laysan.
The first two particularly would make short work of this most interesting bird. So long as the island
is in as go<.d hands as at present, this will not happen. It is likely to be brought about. by ignoranee
rather tban by maliee. One can easily see how the pig might be taken ashore for food and eventually
run wild to the almost certain destruction of the sea-bird population.

SCOLOPAClDtE.

Heteractitis incanus. Wnndering Tuller; Ulili.

!;('olol'axin('(<na. Gmelln , Sy.t. Nat.• r, H, 1788, p, (;i;X.

On Laysan this bird was the least common of the migrants. We generally saw a few every day
wading in the shallow water of the lagoon, gleaning small flies and possibly brine shrimps (Artemial')
also. Usually the species was seen alone. I saw also one or two on Neeker Island, feeding among the
rocks just above the surf.

In" Birds of the Hawaiian Islands," P- \12, Mr. Henshaw says: "The ulili is a permanent inhabitant
of the Hawaiian Islands, frequenting the rocky shores of all members of the group, as, indeed, it does
of the Pacifie islands generally. * * * Apparently the ulili never nests on the islands, and about
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April or May the greater number accompany the plover in their northern flight. Before they depart,
many of the outgoing ulili assume the barred plumage, which i~ characteristic of the nuptial season.
While most go, many remain, the latter being the immature birds and the weaklings. At all events,
those that remain retain the immature or winter dress and show not the slightest inclination to breed.

"About the middle or the latter part. of August the return migrants begin to appear, and it iR
noticeable that. the first comers are adults, chiefly males and still in nuptial dress, which, however, is
now somewhat worn and faded. Very soon after their arrival they begin the fall molt, and by the
middle of September individual birds are to he found that show but a few barred feathers and have
nearly donned the full winter suit."

Our specimen, Laysan, May 18, is in breeding plumage.

Numenius tahitiensis. Bristle-tlrighed Curlew; Kioea.

S('o!opax tahitiensi. Gmelln, Sy.!. Nat., I, ii, 7&\, p. tiM.

We found the bristle-thlghed curlews on Laysan in small flocks, which usually either stayed
around the fresh-water pond or scattered over the sedgy slopes near the sea to feed. They were fairly
tame and allowed us to approach them, and when frightened did not fly any great distance, None
of these birds were breeding. Speaking for Hawaii, Mr. Henshaw says:

"I feel sure that the large majority of these curlew make their appearance in September and
October, and I have little doubt that they come from Alaskan breeding-grounds with the kolea (Cha
rudriue dommicuefulrus'; and the akekeke (Areua/'ia in/erpres). Yet I am not prepared to assert that
the kioea does not at least occasionally nest npon the islands." (Fig. 42.)

CHARADRIID£.

Charadrius dominicus fulvus. Pacific Golden Plover; Kolea.

Charadriu8jltl'VU8 Gmeltn, By.!. Nat., I, Ii, 1788,p. 1iH7.

These plovers were common on Laysan, where they were found in flocks neal' the lagoon.
noted a few also at Bird Island. All were in the winter plumage.

According to Mr. Henshaw, the kolea leave Hawaii for Alaska in April and May and the first
comers return about the middle of August, A certain proportion of immature birds and cripples
remain the entire summer in the islands,

APHRIZID£.

Arenaria interpres. 'rums/one; Akekek«.

Trhut« intel'pres Linn., Syst. Nat., eo. 10, I, 17~, p. 14K

This species was abundant on Laysan, especially near the lagoon, where it was to be seen in flock8
at all times during our stay. I saw also a few on Necker Island.

Mr. Henshaw writes:
"The first stragglers put in an appearance abont the middle of August, In 1900 I shot some

twenty of these first-comers, and to my great surprise found all of them plump and iu fine order for
the table, while some were very fat indeed. All these birds, with one exception, were fully adult, and the
majority were males. Moreover, they were in much the same plumage as when they left for Alaska in
May; that is, they were in the red and black plumage, characteristic of the nuptial season. The young
birds did not begin to appear till at least a fortnight later, and when they came were thin and poor."«

DREPANIDID£.

Himatione freethi. [>ill/San Honeu-eaier,

Ilim"tione .fraithii Rothschild, Annals and Magazine Nat. HI.t., x, 189'l, p. 109.

The honey-eater is the least abundant of the Laysan land birds. It is by no means rare, however,
for in a short walk we were always able to see plenty of them. Their bright scarlet plumage renders
them especially conspicuous as they flit about amid the soft green of the chenopodium bushes, and very

---------------------------
n Bird. "I the Hawallan Islands, 1OOl, p. 87.
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attractive creatures they are on such a curious island as Laysan. The species is peculiar to the islet,
but is closely related to the apapane (Himatione sanquinea.), found throughout the main Hawaiian group.
From this form the Laysan bird differs in its shorter bill and lighter colors, being a scarlet vermilion,
brightest on crown, with abdomen sepia, under tail-coverts very pale brown, primaries and tail dark
sepia, almost black, edged with buffy, and secondaries brown ed/l:ed with buffyand vermilion. On
the other hand the apapane is a dark crimson, and the primaries and tail are black, the belly white.

This brilliant little bird iH found all over the island, but is most abundant in the interior among
the tall grass and low bushes, bordering the open stretches near the lagoon, where all the land birds
seem fond of congregating. Its favorite nesting-place is thi« same area, and the proximity of broad
patches, acres in fact, of a prostrate succulent portulaca with yellow and a Hesuvium with pink
flowers has many attractions for the honey-eaters. Here they may be found throughout the day
walking around after small insects or drinking honey from the blossoms. The brush-like tongue of the
himatione renders the gathering of honey an easy task. It is not uncommon to see one go from flower
to flower and insert its bill between the petals of a nearly blown bud with a certain rapidity and
precision which suggesta a hummingbird, except of course the fact that the himatione is on its feet.

I have observed them catching tiny, green, and hence protectively colored, caterpillars from
Chenopodium sandtoicheum, a plant very abundant in the interior of the island. They are also fond of
a small brownish-gray moth or "miller," which abounds on the island to the point of distraction.
While we were at lunch, on several different occasions, a himatione flew in and extracted moths from
a crack between boards. It then grasped the miller with one foot, after the manner of a bird of prey,
clinging with the other to the rough board wall, and ate the soft parts. After a few moments the
still fluttering victim was released, and the destructive search for moths resumed. It became evident
that the millers, relieved of important parts of their anatomy, did not thrive after such treatment.

The nests proved lJIore dlfftcultto find than those 0(Acrocephalu8. In fact we discovered only
one, placed in the middle of a grass tuft about 2 feet from the ground. This. contained but a single
egg, though a nest which Mr. Schlemmer gave to us contained four. The structure is loosely made of
fine grass and rootlets, and the bowl, 2l inches across by 1gdeep, is lined with fine rootlets and brown
down from young albatrosses (Diomedea immutnbilis], There are no white feathers in the lining, thus
making the strueture at once distinguishable from the nest of the miller-bird. The ovate egg is pure
lusterless white, blotched and spotted at the large end with grayish vinaceous, and with fewer light
and dark spots of Prout's brown. A typical egg measures 18 by 13.75 millimeters. (Fig. 51.)

The sexes are alike. Seven specimens without regard to sex are somewhat lighter than six others,
or at least have more yellow in the brilliant scarlet vermilion. It is not improbable that the first set
are birds of the previous year, while the deeper colored ones are in the fully adult plumage. The bill,
wings, and tail of the females are a trifle shorter than those of the male specimens, The plate in
Rothschild's " Avifauna of Laysan " represents this species far too pale and gives an erroneous idea of
the color of the bird.

Tele8piza cantan8. Lallxan Finch.

Telespyza eanta u» \Vilson, Ibis, 1890, p. :-Wl, pl. IX.

The Laysan "finch" is quite fearless and unsuspicious. It ill also saucy to a marked degree, and
ignores the presence of man when he is peaceably disposed. One can not walk anywhere without
encountering them singly or iu little flocks, diligently searching for food among the bushes, or out in
the open. When disturbed they eye the intruder with interest or half in doubt and utter their low,
mellow, linnet-like call. They do not fly far, but prefer to alight soon, and run along the ground, or
elude pursuit by suddenly crouching under a grass tussock.

They are not particular as to food, but are fond of the soft parts of grass stems, tender shoots of
bushes, seeds, and especially of eggs. I saw a pair fly to the egg of a Sterna lunata immediately after
the bird -had been disturbed by my approach. One of them opened the egg with a few strokes of its
beak and began to feed at once, although I was hastily adjusting a camera only a few feet away. Nor
did the removing of some rocks which obscured the view bother them greatly, for they only hopped
out of reach and watched the process with equanimity, resuming their repast as soon as I had finished.
But presently a rail appeared and angrily drove them off, appropriating the egg for himself. <The
,. finches" were common in the vicinity of the house, and hopped about the piazza in a very familiar
way. While I was preparing specimens one came several times and lit on a table within a few feet

and explored my belongings.
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The Telespiza is the best songster on the island, and a number were captured by officers and seamen
of the Albatro8.~ for cage birds. One which was kept in the laboratory on board made such good use of
hia vocal powers that it was sometimes necessary to give him more space on deck for the performance.

The favorite nesting site is in the middle of a big tussock of grass, somewhat nearer the ground
than the situations of the Himatione and Acrocephalus nests. The species also builds in chenopodium
bushes, We found several nests in grass clumps bordering the open near the lagoon-a location very
popular with both himationes and miller-birds-and in each case the nest was wedged in the center of
the tussock, well hidden hy the tall grass stems. It is made of rootlets, twigs, and coarse grass, and
the whole structure is rather loosely put together. The shallow cup is 2t inches in diameter and is
lined with shredded grass.

Three eggs are laid, though we found some nests with incomplete sets of two. All were fresh.
A rather large specimen measures 24 by 18 millimeters. It ill somewhat bluntly ovate, of a lusterless
white, with small blotchell and spots of light sepia and Iilac gray, crowded toward the blunt end and
very sparingly present on the acute half. Another egg of the same set of three is smaller, measuring
22.5 by 17.5 millimeters. The third egg is a trifle smaller still, and has the spotting distributed evenly
over the whole surface. An example from a set of two is plentifully blotched with lilac gray at the
blunt end and sparsely spotted with dark Prout's brown, giving it a rather unusual appearance.
Some eggs have the spots relatively large (2 millimeters in diameter); in others they are very small.
Occasionally an egg presents at the blunt end one or two dark lines. There is great variation in size
and color, and some eggs are as small as 21 by 15 millimeters.

We collected 24 individuals of this species. The adult and subadult plumages are quite different,
and led Mr. Walter Rothschild to describe the fully matured bird as Telespiza flavis.~iUlu. For
descriptions of this species see any of the works cited in the introduction, especially the "Avifauna
of Laysan," which gives excellent colored plates of both adult (sub nomine ".ffal'1:8IJima") and
"immature" plumages (s. n. "cuntan.~"). Of the 24 specimens 11 are adult males in the bright yellow
plumage, with back not streaked. One adult male illabout midway between the two plumages, having
assumed the "yellow stage," except on back, wings, and tail. Five other males are in the immature
streaked plumage, but one is much yellower than the others. All these five are much more worn
than birds in the yellow plumage. All the sitting birds I noted were in streaked dress, similar to
the one shown in the photograph. (Figs. 49, 50.)

Of seven females three are in the immature streaked stage and are all a trifle paler over the yellow
area than males in a similar stage. The other four are halfway between the "adult" and the
"immature" stages. Had not Mr. Rothschild expressly stated that the sexes are alike in fully adult
plumage, I would have considered three of these birds in the final plumage. The back is streaked
like the immature males and top of head to less extent. The yellow of rest of head, and breast, which
is not streaked, is more greenish than that of the adult male and less extended over abdomen and
flanks. The flanks are light brownish and sparsely streaked. If the adult female is exactly like the
male, these four specimens form a beautiful connecting link between the two plumages. We collected
no females similar to the adult males. I believe the [uvenal plumage is worn a year, till after the first
nesting season, when the intermediate phase is assumed. Just how long that is worn is hard to tell,
but I doubt if the fully adult plumage is gained till the bird is in its third year.

SYLVIID£.

Acrocephalu8 familiari8. Jfiller Bird.

Tartare jamiUaris RothMchlld. Annals and Mall"azlne Nnt. Hist., x, 189'2, p. 109.

The warbler is locally known as the miller bird on account of its fondness for" millers," or grayish
brown moths, which abound on Laysan, It is peculiar to Laysan Island, ann singularly enough till'
genus is not found in the Hawaiian group proper, to the eastward.

Acrocephalus "comprises a well-marked group of birds familiarly known as Reed-Warblers, and is
distinguished by the possession of a very minute bastard primary and a moderately rounded tail.
The bastard primary is so minute that in adult birds it does not usually extend as f~r as the primary
coverts. In birds of the year, and in one or two species slightly aberrant in this respect, it is usually
somewhat longer, occasionally extending beyond them. * * * The bill is typically large.
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depressed, and broad at the 'base, with moderately developed rictal bristles, * * * The general
color of the plumage iR more or less uniform brown, sometimes olive brown, sometimes russet brown,
gradually fading, as the plumage becomes abraded, into a neutral brown ordust brown, not inaptly
described as lIImewn color.

"Most of these birds are migratory ami molt twice in the year, shortly before each journey.
Their breeding range extends over the whole of the central and southern Paliearctic Region, but only
one species extends as far north as the Arctic circle. They winter in the tropical regions of Africa
and Asia, and are especially common in the islands of the Malay Archipelago. Two species appar
ently migrate south instead of north to breed, and resort to the swamps of Australia for that purpose.
Two other species appear to be nonmigratory-one having found a permanent home in South Africa
and the other« in the Caroline Islands of the Pacific. 'b

It is not difficult to conjecture how Laysan became colonized by the original Acrocephalus, as the
Caroline Islands form a convenient mid-station from the Malay Archipelago. It iR singular, however,
that the genus did not secure a foothold in the large islands of the group-c-Kauai, for instance.
Acrocepholu« syrinx is said to occur only on Ponape, one of the most easterly of the Caroline Islands,
where it is resident. Thus, in a genus of marked propensities for migrating, it is of interest to find a
few species so restricted and conservative, as it were.

The miller bird is one of the most abundant of the four strictly land birds peculiar to Laysan. In
the cool of the morning or in late afternoon it is seen to best advantage, for then it is very active and
at times musical. During the heated portion of the day, following the custom of our wood warblers
of North America, it retires, to remain hidden among bushes or in the tall tufts of grass where its nest
is made. The species, like others on the island, is quite fearless. One has no difficulty in
approaching close to the active little creatures, especially near the nest, though, as is natural, they
evince some doubt at first. With a little patience J was able to secure a photograph, although neither
myself nor the camera, within a few feet of the nest, were at all concealed. (Fig. 43.)

Acrocephulus always appears busy. It is fond of moths and other insects, and drags the former
from their hiding-places with much skill. It is not averse to the habitations on the island and may
be seen with the himationes assiduously hunting for millers about piazzas and outhouses, prosecuting
the search even into the room". One of its favorite feeding-places is over stretches of prostrate portu
lacas, near the lagoon, where it gleans small caterpillars from the herbage in considerable numbers.

They nest usually in big tufts of bushy grass, and like the other land birds congregate in greatest
numbers along the inner edge of the bush-grass area near the lagoon. We discovered only two nests
with eggs, but many empty ones apparently just ready for eggs. Each nest was placed in the middle
of a large bunch of grass about 2 feet from the ground. The structure itself is composed of dried grass
stems and blades, fine rootlets, white albatross feathers. The bowl is 1t inches wide by the same depth,
and the diameter of the mouth is somewhat less than that of the interior, so that the edges of the
cup overhang a little. It is lined with fine rootlets, shredded grass, and white albatross feathers, the
last being a very characteristic feature of all nests, so that the miller birds probably began very long
ago to make use of this convenient material. Occasionally a trace of down was found on the inside.
The outer portion of the nest is rather loosely held together, and forms a globose mass 3, inches in
diameter.

The eggs differ considerably both in size and coloration, one being as small as 19 by 14mm. and
another as large as 22 by 15 mm. The ground color varies from very pale olive huff through greenish
white to almost pure white. In one specimen the markings are olive blotches and spots of various
intensities crowded at the blunt end, and likewise very tiny lines and specks scattered all over the egg.
Another example is paler; blotched with olive and drab, and with minute specks. Two out of the five
eggs lack the tiny specks.

" Acrocephalus syrinx (Kittlitz) Ponape.
heat. Bird. Brit. Mus. (Seebohm) v, 1881, p. 87. (Written before Aerocepnauu jomtuart« was dlseovered.)
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APPENDIX.

The following are additional irregular visitants recorded from Laysan hy Dr. H.
Schauinsland (Drei. JlfOnlttl1 Itlff eiuer f{orallfn/nsel, Bremen, 1899) and quoted in
Rothschild's A'IJ~f!tlllla I~f Lay.mn, Bryan's Key to the B':rd.~ I!! tlU! IIawai'l:an (JroujJ,

and Henshaw's BI:rds I!f the Ikuoaiian. blamds. Schauinsland's names are in
. brackets (I. c., p. 101). Schauinsland did not li;'lt Anas boschas, but a specimen

secured by him is recorded hv Rothschild. Starred species were represented hy
specimens.

* LafUR glaucfRcfn.~ N~\\m. rLaru« u1ll:tlcus Brnn.]
* Phalacrocorax pelaglcns Pall
*Anas boschasLinn.
* Anas americana Gruel.
*A nas carolinensi« Gruel. [Nettir)// rTecm.]

Anas querquedulatr Linn. (probably discors).
[Querguednla circill.]

*8patula cl,llpeata (Linn.).
*Dafila acuta (Linn, ).

* ClanguTa albeoTIl (Linn.) .
Crymophilus [ulicariu« (Linn.).

*Trinqo. acumisuua (Horsfield).
Trinqa pacifica (Cones). [Trillfla (PfTiana) ameri

cm/(} Cass.]
, *Calidris arenaria (Linn.).

*Limosa lapponica baueri (Naum.) . [L. 1I0!m'

zeolandue Gray.]

Since the foregoing report was written Mr. William E. Safford, of the U. S.
Department of Agriculture, has kindly examined and identified the plants collected
on Laysan, The following i:; the list: .

LAYSAN:
Cenchrus ealuculatu« Cav,
8/101'Oool'/ls virginicu.~ Kunth.
JiJragrostis cynosuroides. (Retz. ).
C'lperus hypoch/orns Hillebrand,
8imtaTumjreycinl'liarl1lm Gaud.
Chenopodium suruluncheum Moq.
Arnarantu8 viridi« L. (E'Il:roll/s riridi« Moq. )
Boerhaaoia tetrandra Forst.
Sesunium portulacastrum L.
Portulaca lutea Sol.

I L.\ YSAN-Continued.
Cap]Jaris .q~n~lIricheana rro.
7'ribulu8 cistoide« L.
Iponuraiusularie Stend.
Heliotropium. cnra..Qsavieurn J•.
Sctecola krerl'igii Vahl.

NECKER ISLAND:
Sesbania tomentosa Poiret.
Portulaca lutea 801.
Ohenopodium 81mdwiclwITII MO<).

,
LJ<:LANIl STANFORIl ,hTNIOH UNfVEHRITY,

Jill/.(' 1, J.!}()S.
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1. SOO TY T ER N (ST ERNA FULIG INOSA ) AND NEST . 2. CUSTOMARY AC T IVITY OV ER A LARGE COLONY OF SOOTY

T ER NS.

3. PORT ION OF A SOOTY T ERN COLO NY. 4. CHA RAC TER IST IC VIE W IN L ARGE COLONY OF SOOTY

TERN S.

5. LOOK IN G NORT H OVE R LA YSAN ISLAND, SHOWING W EST
SH ORE OF L AGOON .

6. COV E, NECKER ISL A ND, SHOW ING H IGH EST PEA K, 30 0 FEET.
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7. GRAY-BACKED TE RN (ST ERNA LUN ATA) AND YOUNG, SHOW
ING NESTING SIT E AM ONG LOOSE PHOSPHATE ROCK.

9. HAW A IIAN TERN ( MICRANOUS HAWAIIE.NSIS) ON NEST.

11. COMPA NY OF MICRA NOUS HA WAII E.NSIS REST ING ON
BUSH ES NEAR TH E SHORE.

PLATE 3 .

8. CHICK OF ST ERNA LUNAT A.

10. HAWAIIAN TERN ALIG HTING ON IT S NEST .

12. THE NODDY T ERN ( ANOUS STO LI DUS) AND NEST.
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13. W H ITE TERNS (GYGIS A L13A KITTLITZI ) NEAR THE" NEST ."

15. CH ARACT ERIST IC" NEST " OF GYG IS, A BARE LU MP OF
PHOSP HA TE ROCK.

17. CH ICK OF GYG IS ALBA KITTLITZI , ABOUT 3 DAY S OLD .

P LATE 4 .

14. NES T OF NODDY ( A NOUS STO LlDUS) .

16. A NOT HER , . NEST " OF GYGIS, THE BA RE LIM B OF A
CHE NOPODIU M BUSH .

18. T H E W RITER IN T ERVI EW IN G CHIE;F CIT IZ ENS OF L AYSAN.
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19. VIEW OF A LARGE COLO NY OF LA YSAN AL BATROSSES
( DIOMEDEA IMMUTABllIS): MOSTLY YOUNG BIRDS.

21. PORTRAI T OF A YOUNG LAYSAN ALB ATROSS .

23. SECOND ST AGE IN FEEDIN G YOUNG- OLD BIRD ST ART ING
T O DISGORGE.

P I-AT E 5.

20. A CORNER IN ONE OF TH E COLONIES OF DIOME DEA
IMMUTABILIS.

22. DIOM EDEA IMM UT AB ILI S FEEDIN G IT S YOU NG-FIRST ST AGE ,
THE YOUNG ASKING FOR FOOD.

2.... FINAL ST AGE IN FEE DING YOUNG-ARRIv AL OF BREAK
FAST .
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25. DI OM ED EA IMMU T ABILlS; FIRST STEPS IN FAVOR ITE DA NCE

AND " SONG. "

27. FINA LE OF DA NCE-THE DUET.

29. A PA IR OF WEDGE- TAILED SHEARWATERS ( PU FFINUS

CU NE AT US ) .

P L AT E 6.

26 . SECO N D STEP IN T HE ALBATROSS DA NCE.

28. A MORE COM MO N E NDI NG OF DAN CE - ON E " SING ING" T HE

OTHE R SNA PPING BE AK .

30. YOU NG OF ,iESTRELATA H Y POLEUCA.
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31. RED-TAilED TROPIC BIRD COVERING CHICK.

33. PA IR OF SUl A CYA NOPS GUAR DING YOU NG.

35. BlUE-FACEO BOOBY FEEDING YOU NG.

P LAT E 7 .

32. RED-TAilED TROPIC BIRD ( PHAET HON RUBRICAUDA )
ON NEST.

34. BLUE-F ACED BOOBY I SUl A CYA NOPS) AND YOUNG.

36. SUlA CYA NDPS GUAR DINO EGGS.
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37. RED-FOOT ED BOOBY (SUL A PISCATOR ) ON NEST.

39. MA LE MA N- O' -WAR BIRD ( FREGAT A AQ UIL A) W ITH

INFL AT ED GU LA R POUCH.

41. CHR IST MAS ISL AND SHEARWATER ( PUFFINUS NAT IV IT AT IS)

ON NEST .

P L ATE 8.

38. RED - FOOTED BOOBY .

....

40. MAN - O' - WAR BIRDS; FEM AL E IN FOREGROUND, T W O

MA L ES BEYO ND, ON NE ST S.

42. BR ISTLE-THIGH ED CURLEWS ( NUM ENIUS TAH ITIE NSIS) .
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43 . MI L LER BIRO (ACRD CE PHA L US FAMILIARIS ) A ND NCST.

45 . L A YSAN RA IL EATI NG A TERN'S EGG.

• 7. N EST AND EGGS OF THE LAY$AN T EAL.

P L AT E 9.

44 . LAYSAN RAIL \ PORZ A NU L A PA LME RI ) ON N EST .

46. EGG S OF LAYSA N RAIL•

48. NEWLY H A T CH ED YOUNG OF T H E LAYSA N TEAL.
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49. LA YSAN FI NCH (T EL ESPIZ A CA NTA NS) A ND NEST .

51. NEST OF LAYSAN HO NEY EATER ( H IMAT IONE FREET HI) .

P L ATE 10.

50. LA YSA N FINCH .

52 . NEST OF LAYSA N RA IL IN GRA SS T USSOCK, VIEWED FROM
ABOVE.


